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ABSTRACT 
This study reports on the mechanical properties of Ti2AlC systematically 
designed with various grain sizes and TiAlx impurity contents at room and elevated 
temperatures. Room temperature cyclic compressive testing of Ti2AlC of the several 
microstructures was carried out in combination with resonant ultrasound spectroscopy 
(RUS) tests and post mortem electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). Results show that 
the complex mechanical response of Ti2AlC at room temperature can be divided in four 
stress regions with distinct underlying mechanisms: (a) Region I linear elastic behavior; 
(b) Region II in which stress strain hysteric behavior is observed due to reversible 
dislocation flow in the soft grains; (c) Region III in which accumulation of dislocation 
walls (DWs) result in cyclic hardening and lager hysteretic loops; (d) Region IV in 
which microcracking contributes additionally to the before mentioned deformation 
mechanisms. The transition stresses between regions were found to be strongly 
dependent on grain size, with coarse grain structures having lower transition stresses 
than fine grain size and with negligible effects of TiAlx on the transition stresses. In 
addition, EBSD analysis reveals that the microstructure evolves during loading through 
the formation of low angle grain boundaries that give rise to the observed strain 
hardening effects. Room temperature quasi-static tests show that the compressive 
strength follows a Hall-Petch relationship with the grain length, and not the thickness; an 
observation supported by the fact that only basal plane dislocations have been previously 
observed in MAX phases. The fine grain structures fabricated in this study exhibit the 
ii 
iii 
highest strength reported to date Ti2AlC. High temperature quasi-static compression 
testing shows that the compressive strength of the fine grain structures degrades more 
than the coarse grain structure, regardless of the presence of TiAlx intermetallic. Post-
mortem EBSD analysis indicate texturing of individual grains for easy slip, more so in 
fine grain structures. This texturing contributes to the softening observed above the 
brittle to plastic transition temperature. Microvoid formation and grain refinement are 
also observed for both fine and coarse structures, with refinement in coarse grains 
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MAX phases are ternary carbides and nitrides with nano-laminated hexagonal 
structure (space group P63/mmc) whose unique combination of metallic and ceramic-
like properties have sparked great interest since the first MAX phase, namely Ti3SiC2, 
was synthesized in bulk [1-3]. In general, MAX phases are very appealing materials 
because they have high stiffness, strength, thermal shock resistance, electrical and 
thermal conductivity combined with low density, hardness, and ease of machinability [3, 
4]. From more than 60+ different MAX phases, Ti2AlC is considered one of the best 
candidates for high temperature applications because of its good mechanical properties, 
creep resistance, but above all because of its excellent oxidation resistance due to the 
formation of spallation-resistant self-healing layer of Al2O3 on surfaces exposed to air 





Figure 1-1: Possible elements that may be used to form MAX phases (left) and crystal structure of 
Ti2AlC (right). Left image adapted from www.ltu.se and right reprinted from [4]. 
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The unique mechanical properties of Ti2AlC, and to the further extent of all other 
MAX phases, can be attributed to their plastically anisotropic nano-laminated structure, 
in which numerous dislocations form and easily glide only in the basal planes, at least at 
room temperature [14]. Furthermore, basal plane dislocations arrange themselves in 
pileups along slip plane or as dislocation walls normal to basal planes as can be seen in 
Figure 1-2. Consequently, MAX phases have fewer than five independent slip systems 
and therefore cannot behave as ductile materials in the classical sense [4]. However, 
what makes their mechanical behavior different from other inherently brittle solids is 





Figure 1-2: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) showing basal plane dislocations arranged in 





First described by Orowan [15] and later by Frank and Stroh [16], kinks form in 
the area of maximum shear stress in the elastically buckled grains, and consist of 
regularly spaced basal plane dislocations arranged in two dislocation walls (DW) of the 
opposite sign [16]. Both kinking and dislocation glide in (and only in) basal planes lead 
to the highly anisotropic plastic behavior of MAX phases where the orientation of the 
individual grain relative to the applied load dictates their mechanical behavior [4, 20, 
21]. Therefore, it has been postulated that grains whose basal planes are oriented at 
approximately 45o to the loading direction in compression having high Schmid factor, 
hereinafter referred to as soft grains (green grains in Figure 1-3), can easily deform by 
glide of basal plane dislocations once the local stress in the grain reaches the critical 
resolved shear stress (CRSS). However, grains whose basal planes are parallel to the 
loading direction, hereinafter referred to as longitudinal hard grains (blue grains in 
Figure 1-3), can deformed by kinking once the local stress reaches the critical value [16], 
while the grains whose basal planes are perpendicular to the loading direction, 
hereinafter referred to as transversal hard grains (red grains in Figure 1-3), can hardly 
deform in any other way but elastically. 
 
1.1 Properties and Applications of Ti2AlC Phases 
Select room temperature elastic and mechanical properties of Ti2AlC, along with 




Figure 1-3: Schematic representation of individual grain orientations relative to applied load in 





Table 1-1: Density, Young’s modulus E, shear modulus G, Poisson’s ratio v, fracture toughness 
K1C, and compressive strength σ, at room temperature of Ti2AlC, Ti3AlC2, and Ti3SiC2 as compiled 
in [4]. 
 Ti2AlC Ti3AlC2 Ti3SiC2 
Density (g cm-3) 4.1 4.2 4.52 
E (GPa) 277 297 339-343 
G (GPA) 118 124 139 
v 0.19 0.2 0.2 
K1C (MPa m
1/2) 6.5 6.9 – 9.5 8 - 16 





Of the three, Ti2AlC has the lowest density and is the preferred for high temperature 
applications because of its oxidation resistance [2, 4-8]. In addition, it is machinable [1, 
5], and has better damage tolerance than binary carbides with the additional benefit of 
being thermal shock resistant [22]. The natural application for these materials is in the 
high temperature regime. Currently some applications under development include 
heating elements, gas burner nozzles, and industrial die inserts by Kanthal [2]. Other 
applications that have been proposed by 3-ONE-2, LLC include glove molds, 
diamond/Ti3SiC2 composite for concrete drilling, and non-stick coatings in cooking 
ware, among others [2]. They have also potential to be used as electrical contacts [23], 
and most recently their potential for in-core nuclear applications, including structural 
and fuel coatings for Gen IV nuclear reactors, is being investigated [24, 25]. 
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The nanolaminated structure and its inherent plastic anisotropy give MAX phases 
a very unique set of mechanical properties. When cyclic loaded, even at room 
temperature, they exhibit reversible hysteretic behavior [26-37]. However, when loaded 
at high temperatures they undergo a Brittle-to-Plastic Transition Temperature (BPTT) 
[17, 26, 30, 38-49]. Although these last two characteristics of their mechanical behavior 
have been widely reported, the fundamental underlying mechanisms are still the subject 
of debate. The goal of this work is to explore these mechanisms through investigating 
the effect of microstructure on the mechanical properties of Ti2AlC. It is expected that 
results obtained on bulk polycrystalline Ti2AlC samples in this work, can be extended to 
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the over 60 MAX phase compounds that have been discovered to date. It is important to 
reiterate that Ti2AlC was chosen for this study since it is one of the most promising 
MAX phase for high temperature applications due to its high oxidation resistance 
provided by a self-forming Al2O3 protective coating that is resistant to spallation during 
thermal cycling, and in addition has crack healing capability in Ti2AlC [2, 4-9, 11, 12, 
50-60]. 
 
1.3 Research Objectives 
The overall goal of this study is to expand the fundamental understanding on the 
effect of microstructure on the mechanical properties of MAX phases, in general, and 
Ti2AlC in particular, at room and high temperatures under quasi-static loading 
conditions. Specifically the main objectives of this study are: 
1. To identify the underlying mechanism(s) and the effects of microstructure on the 
hysteretic behavior of Ti2AlC by taking a new approach through the combination of 
compression testing, RUS, and EBSD analysis. 
2. To reconcile the scatter in reported UCS values by performing a systematic study on 
the effect of grain size and impurity on the UCS of Ti2AlC at room temperature. 
3. To understand the effect of grain size and impurities on the high temperature 
mechanical properties of Ti2AlC and uncover the underlying mechanism behind the 




1.4 Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation consists of 5 sections. Section 2 reports and discusses on the on 
the hysteretic behavior of Ti2AlC at room temperature and the discovery of four regions 
of stress both fine (FG) and course (CG) grain Ti2AlC with substantially different 
underlining deformation mechanisms. In Section 3, the effect of microstructure on the 
room temperature compressive strength and hysteretic behavior is discussed. The high 
temperature compressive response of Ti2AlC is investigated in Section 4. Finally, 
Section 5 provides a summary and offers suggestions on future work. 
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Room temperature cyclic compressive testing of high purity fine (FG) and coarse 
(CG) grain Ti2AlC were carried out in combination resonant ultrasound spectroscopy 
(RUS) tests and post mortem electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). Results of this 
study show that room temperature mechanical response of Ti2AlC is complex can be 
divided in four stress regions with distinct underlying mechanisms: (a) Region I (FG: 0 
to 175 MPa; CG: 0 to 100 MPa) is characterized by a linear elastic behavior; (b) Region 
II (FG: from 175 to 350 MPa; CG from 100 to 200 MPa) displays a stress strain hysteric 
behavior due to reversible dislocation flow in the soft grains; (c) Region III (FG: from 
350 to 1100 MPa; CG from 200 to 650 MPa) where accumulation of Dislocation Walls 
(DWs) result in cyclic hardening and contribute to lager hysteretic loops and thus larger 
energy dissipation per each loading cycle than that observed in Region II; (d) Region IV 
(FG: from 1100 MPa to failure, CG from 600 MPa to failure) is characterized by the 
occurrence of microcracking, in addition to the other deformation mechanisms 





One of the most intriguing properties of MAX phases is their hysteretic stress-
strain behavior that was reported for the first time in Ti3SiC2 during cyclic tension and 
compression loading, and later on for other MAX phases such as Ti2AlC, Ti3AlC2, and 
Ti3GeC2 among others [26-30]. When MAX phases are subjected to cyclic loading-
unloading at room temperature, their stress-strain response is non-linear elastic (see 
Figure 2-1), and in some MAX phases such as Ti2AlC, all but the first stress-strain 
hysteresis loops are closed, reversible and reproducible [28]. The amount of mechanical 
energy dissipated during each loading-unloading cycle is quite impressive for stiff solids 
like MAX phases, i.e. about 25% and 24% for Ti3SiC2 and Ti2AlC
1 per each loading 
cycle [27, 61].  
The first attempt to explain the hysteretic behavior in MAX phases, was a 
microscale dislocation model for kinking nonlinear elastic (KNE) deformation proposed 
by Barsoum et al. usually referred to as KNE model[62-65]. The KNE model builds on 
the theory of Frank and Stroh’s, who laid the theoretical foundation for kinking, and 
according to KNE model damping in MAX phases occurs due to reversible formation, 
growth and annihilation of incipient kink bands (IKBs) under the stress. IKBs consist of 
multiple coaxial dislocation loops stacked in parallel basal planes on the top of each 
other (see Figure 4a in [4]). IKB are proposed to be precursors to fully developed kink 
bands (KBs), as their growth and dissociation result in the formation of two dislocation 
                                                 
1
 Those values were estimated from [27, 61] for Ti3SiC2 and Ti2AlC, respectively. 
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walls of opposite signs, usually referred to as mobile dislocation walls (MDWs). 
According to the KNE model, IKBs should form in the longitudinal hard grains (or 
kinking grains) under loading once the applied stress reaches a threshold value. When 
the stress is removed, dislocation loops forming IKB shrink back and annihilate, 





                  (a)   (b) 
Figure 2-1: Stress-strain behavior of Ti2AlC MAX phase in compression at loading frequency of 0.5 




(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 2-2: Schematic representation of different mechanisms proposed to explain hysteretic stress-
strain behavior of MAX phases. Green, red and blue lines denote orientation of basal plans in each 
grain. (a) Schematic of hypothetical microstructure consisting of  soft (green), hard (red) and 
kinking (blue) grains; (b) Formation of IKB under the stress in kinking grain according to KNE 
model [27, 62, 64, 66]; (c) Stress induced delamination according to microcracking model [36]; (d) 




The KNE model predicts that the dissipated energy per unit volume per cycle 
(Wd) and the non-liner elastic strain (εNL) should be linear function of σ
2, where σ is the 
maximum applied stress per cycle, while Wd should be a linear function of εNL. These 
relationships are in good agreement with experimental observations. Moreover, the 
underlying micromechanism of the KNE model offers an effective explanation to other 
findings such that Wd increases with grain size and porosity [31, 61, 66]. The KNE 
model, however does not account for the contribution of eventual reversible deformation 
in any but kinking grains, which raises an issue with the strain compatibility in 
polycrystalline structures. In other words, deformation of the grains in which IKBs form 
due to their favorable orientation relative to applied stress has to be accommodated by 
elastic or plastic deformation of surrounding grains not favorably oriented for kinking, or 
otherwise large incompatibility stresses in neighboring grains and eventual intergranular 
cracking (Zener-Stroh type cracks [67-69]) would appear, resulting in hysteresis loop 
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that are not fully closed and reproducible after large number of loading cycles. In 
addition, this model does not address the fact that the first loading-unloading hysteresis 
loop might be open. Furthermore, one of the challenges of the KNE model is that 
although permanent KB have been observed in MAX phases, there are no documented 
observations of IKBs [34].  
Recently, an alternate model with a radically different underlying mechanism 
was proposed to explain the nonlinear hysteretic behavior of MAX phases, further 
referred to as microcracking model (MC) [36]. This model is based on the work of 
Walsh [70] and Lawn and Marshall [71] and proposes that damage (i.e. microcracks and 
delamination) accumulation and the resulting friction between the delamination crack 
faces (Figure 2-2c) cause the observed hysteretic behavior in MAX phases. 
Nevertheless, contrary to many previous observations Poon et al. reported that Ti2AlC 
initially behaved as linear elastic solid showing hysteretic loops only beyond a “yield 
point” of 540 MPa [36]. The crack density calculated using this model was found to be 
in agreement with crack densities measured using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images taken after loading to various strain levels. This model captures the nonlinearity 
of the stress-strain behavior for loading above 540 MPa, and can potentially explain 
opening of the first loop due to microcracking. However, upon careful examination of 
the micrographs presented in that study, significant amount of intergranular secondary 
phase (most likely TiAlx) grains can be observed and neither their existence nor their 
potential effect on mechanical response are addressed in this study. In addition, it is very 
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unlikely that microcracking would result in stable and reproducible hysteretic loops in 
up to 100 cycles that have been reported for MAX phases elsewhere [27].  
A most recent study by Jones et al. [37], further referred to as reversible flow 
(RF) model, also disregards IKBs formation and annihilation as the main hysteretic 
mechanism in the MAX phases based on the interpretation of results obtained by: (i) in-
situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction during cyclic compression testing; and (ii) elasto-
plastic self-consistent (EPSC) modeling [72-74] that is derived from Eshelby’s 
homogeneous inclusion method [75, 76]. According to this model, macroscopically 
observed hysteretic behavior of MAX phases is attributed to plastic anisotropy or 
Bauschinger-like effect. More specifically, this model proposes that the residual elastic 
lattice strains that buildup in hard grains upon initial loading-unloading cycle as a result 
of anisotropic deformation and easy yielding and flow of only soft grains, are sufficient 
to drive reverse flow of soft grains, giving rise to some permanent plastic strain in the 
first loading-unloading cycle and reversible hysteretic behavior in any subsequent 
loading cycle (Figure 2-2d). Although not explicitly stated in the original work by Jones 
et al. [37], the flow in soft grains is assumed to occur predominantly by reversible 
dislocation glide in basal planes to and from dislocation pile-ups on the grain 
boundaries. Furthermore, the authors of the RF model argue against the concept of IKB 
formation due to the fact that their formation would not lead by itself to residual (plastic) 
strains and observed opening of the hysteresis loop during the first load-unload cycle. 
Although their numerical predictions using the EPSC model capture some of the 
qualitative details of the experimental responses, they do not quantitatively predict or 
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explain all of the features observed in the mechanical tests. For example, predicted 
residual (plastic) strains after the first loading-unloading cycle up to 400 MPa are larger 
than measured ones (compare Figures 2 and 5 in [37]). In addition, contrary to many 
experimental observations [28, 33, 34, 61, 62, 77], the RF model predicts that Wd should 
be a linear function of σ. Last but not least, although the RF model takes into account 
incompatibility stresses that develop due to plastic anisotropy, this model also attributes 
energy dissipation during cyclic loading exclusively to one mechanism, namely 
reversible dislocation flow in soft grains. The latter is in disagreement with some 
previous studies showing that the energy dissipated only by reversible glide of 
dislocations is insufficient to account for Wd obtained in experimental work [78].  
Building on the RF model, Guitton at al. [21] used in-situ neutron diffraction to 
study the response of another MAX phase, namely Ti2AlN, showing hysteretic behavior 
under cyclic compressive loading. Their results demonstrate strong variation of 
heterogeneous strains in all grains with different orientations as a result of anisotropic 
elastic and plastic deformation during loading that is even more pronounced above a 
threshold stress of around 200 MPa above which mechanical response becomes 
hysteretic. Moreover, deformation in grains with basal plans parallel to the applied load 
(longitudinal hard grains) was found to be most likely elastic at all applied stresses, as it 
is proposed by the RF model. However, contrary to the RF model, results of this work 
indicate that when applied stress exceeds critical value of around 200 MPa, reversible 
“plastic” deformation occurs not only in soft grains, but also in transversal hard grains, 
i.e. in all grains in which the angle between the 0001 direction and the direction of 
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applied stress is below approximately 70o. The latter is attributed to the plastic bending 
of transversal hard grains caused by complex multi-axial stress state and complex 
interconnections of the grains in polycrystalline structure.  
The objective of the work described in this section is to further investigate to 
what extent the observed hysteretic behavior of Ti2AlC can be attributed to the 
development of the complex stress state (i.e. incompatibility stresses), microcracking, 
dislocation glide, and/or incipient kinking. In this study, high purity Ti2AlC with fine 
and coarse microstructures were exposed to cyclic compressive loading and 
complemented with subsequent resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) tests and 
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis in an attempt to shed more light on the 
room temperature hysteretic stress-strain behavior of MAX phases. By performing small 
incremental steps in the applied cyclic stress and monitoring the changes in the residual 
(plastic) strain, area of hysteresis loops, elastic properties, and microstructure, four 
regions with distinct underlying mechanisms were identified.  
 
2.3 Experimental Procedure 
High purity Ti2AlC samples were prepared via a two-step processing in which 
Ti2AlC powders were synthesized and subsequently densified by spark plasma sintering 
(SPS)2. For the Ti2AlC powder synthesis, elemental powders of Ti (99.5%, -325 mesh) 
Al (99.5%, -325 mesh) and TiC (99.5%, 2 µm), all from Alpha Aesar, USA, were mixed 
                                                 
2 Less common but more appropriately referred to as Electric Current Assisted Sintering (ECAS) 
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with molar ratio of Ti:Al:TiC = 1.00:1.05:0.95 optimized to achieve high purity 
powders, by ball milling for 24 hrs. The mixture was placed in alumina boats and 
pressureless sintered in a tube furnace (GSL1600X, MTI Corporation, USA) at 1400°C 
under UHP argon. The sintered compact of reacted powder was then drill milled and 
subsequently sieved to produce -170 mesh Ti2AlC powders which were then densified 
by SPS for 45 minutes at 1300°C under UHP argon. In order to study the effect of grain 
size, a coarse grain sample was prepared following the previous steps but with an 
additional heat treatment of 24 hours at 1300°C in the tube furnace operated under argon 
atmosphere to promote grain growth. 
The density of the sintered samples was measured by the alcohol immersion 
method (200 proof ethanol) based on Archimedes’ principle, using the procedure that is 
described in more detail elsewhere [79, 80]. The microstructure and phase composition 
of the sintered samples was characterized by field emission SEM (Quanta 600 FEG, FEI, 
USA) equipped with BSE detector and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) system 
(Oxford Instruments, UK), using both polished and polished and etched surfaces. The 
sample’s grain size and the volume percent of intermetallic impurity on the samples 
were determined from SEM images using Image J software. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
spectra were collected using a diffractometer (D8 Discover, Bruker, USA) with Cu Kα 
radiation at 40 kV and 40 mA, to complement phase identification and quantification. 
The spectra were acquired in 8o– 80o 2θ range with 0.024o step and a rate of 3.5 o/min. 
In addition, EBSD analysis was used to characterize the microstructure of the as-
sintered and selected samples after exposure to compressive cyclic loading (see below). 
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These samples were mounted into 25 mm diameter epoxy blocks and mechanically 
polished using SiC grinding papers and diamond suspensions with the final polishing 
using 60 nm OP-S colloidal silica for 15 minutes in order to provide a very smooth and 
flat surface. The epoxy blocks holding the samples were then coated with silver paint in 
order to provide the necessary electron grounding during the EBSD process. These 
samples were placed in a pre-tilted 70o specimen holder to provide the high tilt angle 
required for EBSD. The EBSD scans were carried out using a Zeiss Ultra field emission 
gun SEM equipped with Oxford Instruments AZtec integrated EDS and EBSD system, 
with X-Max 20 mm2 silicon drift EDS detector and Nordlys-nano EBSD detector. The 
scans were done with a step size of 0.2 µm within a scanned area of 250 µm x 250 µm 
for all the samples. All the scans were done with an accelerating voltage of 20 KeV at 
either 4x4 or 8x8 binning. Data acquisition and analysis were done using Oxford 
Instrument’s AZTecHKL and HKL Tango software. 
Uniaxial cyclic compression tests were performed on cylindrical samples with 
dimensions of 9 mm in diameter and 17 mm in length, cut by wire electron discharge 
machining (Wire-EDM) and loaded in a servo-hydraulic testing machine (MTS-810, 
MTS, USA) at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. At each testing step, the sample was cyclically 
loaded and unloaded twice to the same magnitude of the maximum stress while an axial 
extensometer (632.13E-23, MTS, USA), was attached directly on the sample. After each 
testing step, the sample was taken from the loading rig for RUS (Quasar RUSpec, 
Magnaflux, USA) and placed back to the rig for the next testing step. In each subsequent 
testing step, the magnitude of the maximum stress was incremented by a small steps of 
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50 MPa. Those steps were repeated until sample failure occurred. The sample’s elastic 
constants were measured with a RUS using the procedure described elsewhere [30]. 
RUS was chosen for its superb ability to detect defects in stiff solids independent of their 
location in the sample and its superior precision and repeatability in the determination of 
elastic constants [81, 82]. Note that due to the polycrystalline nature of the samples and 
since the sample size was much larger than the grain size, elastic isotropy was assumed 
in the calculation of elastic moduli. RUS spectra were collected prior to mechanical 
testing and after each increase in stress amplitude. 
 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Microstructural Characterization of As-Processed Samples 
Backscatter SEM micrographs of polished FG and CG sample in Figure 2-3a and 
Figure 2-3b illustrate uniform composition of Ti2AlC samples with some porosity and 
small amount of two other phases, identified by EDS to be closest to Al2O3 (black in 
Figure 2-3a and Figure 2-3b) and TiAlx (medium gray phase in Figure 2-3a and Figure 
2-3b). The latter makes up about 3 vol % as determined by image analysis of BSE SEM 
images. XRD results (not shown here) also confirmed the high purity of the processed 
samples, i.e. no XRD peaks belonging to other phases but Ti2AlC were observed. 
Moreover, EBSD analysis of as-processed samples in different locations showed that all 
samples contained less than 3.3 % of Al2O3, 1.4% TiAl, and 0.16% TiC impurities. Note 
that the porosity observed in the micrographs is in good agreement with the measured 
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relative density of 98%. From the etched micrographs (Figure 2-3c) the average grain 
diameter and thickness for the fine grain (FG) were determined to be 6 µm ± 3 µm and 5 
µm ± 2 µm, respectively, by measuring sizes of more than 100 grains. For the coarse 
grain (CG) structure (Figure 2-3d), the average grain diameter of 17 µm ± 10 µm and 
thickness of 8 µm ± 3 µm was determined using the same procedure. The fine grain size 
microstructure with the low aspect ratio was chosen for this study to limit kinking to 
high stresses.  
 
2.4.2 Cyclic Compression Testing 
Selected but typical stress-strain responses for both FG and CG Ti2AlC, shown in 
Figure 2-1, resemble that of MAX phases reported elsewhere whereby the first load-
unload cycle, or first loop, exhibits some irrecoverable deformation or plastic strain, 
while the second load-unload loop is closed at lower stresses, or nearly closed at higher 
stresses [28]. Two quantities were extracted from the stress-strain curves at each 
maximum applied stress: (i) Wd from second load-unload cycle; and (ii) the first loop 
irrecoverable plastic strain (ΔεPL) otherwise commonly referred to as the opening of the 




Figure 2-3: Backscatter SEM micrographs of: (a) polished FG Ti2AlC sample sintered at 1300°C for 
45 minutes, (b) polished CG Ti2AlC sample sintered at 1300°C for 45 minutes with an additional 
heat treatment of 24 hours at 1300°C; both micrographs show same small porosity, small dark areas 
of Al2O3 and grey areas of TiAlx as identified by EDS; (c) and (d) are backscatter SEM images of 





the irrecoverable strain produced by loading to the stress that is 50 MPa larger than that 
in the previous testing step. The relative Young’s modulus, i.e. modulus after cyclic 
loading divided by the modulus of the untested sample, was determined from the RUS 
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results after each testing step, to place greater emphasis on the changes of the elastic 
properties as these will indicate eventual damage accumulation in the sample. 
The results for uniaxial compression testing in conjunction with RUS are 
summarized on a single plot for each microstructure, Figure 2-4a for FG and Figure 2-4b 
for CG. These plots show Wd, first loop irrecoverable strain due to step increase of 50 
MPa denoted as ΔεPL, and relative Young’s modulus as a function of σ
2. Results in 
Figure 2-4 clearly indicate four different stress regions, further denoted as Region I – IV, 
with substantially different mechanical responses of Ti2AlC. The threshold stresses 
between different regions are denoted by dashed lines in Figure 2-4 and summarized in 
Table 2-1, while underlying mechanisms in each region are discussed in more the 
following section.  
 
2.4.2.1 Region I 
In this stress region (FG: 0 to 175 MPa; CG: 0 to 100 MPa), Ti2AlC exhibits a 
linear elastic behavior, without any detectable hysteresis. Consequently, no energy 
dissipation is detected. One FG sample exhibited its first hysteresis at 150 MPa and the 
second one at 200 MPa and thus the average value of 175 MPa was chosen as the upper 
bound of Region I. Similarly, the CG sample first exhibited hysteresis at an average 
stress of 100 MPa. Note that the irrecoverable strain and relative Young’s Modulus do 
not change in this stress range, Figure 2-4. Therefore, it can conclude that the 
macroscopic mechanical behavior of Ti2AlC is linear elastic in Region I.
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Figure 2-4: Results for mechanical testing of (a) FG and (b) CG. Bottom plots: Energy Dissipation per Unit volume per load-unload cycle (Wd) 
as a function of maximum applied stress squared; Middle plots: Irrecoverable strain from first load unload cycle as a function of maximum 
applied stress squared; Top plots: Relative Young’s modulus as a function of maximum applied stress squared. Topmost scales indicate stress 
regions with different mechanical behavior observed in this study. Squared and circular symbols denote results obtained using two different 
samples for both microstructures. 
  
         (a)        (b) 
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Table 2-1: Threshold stresses between Regions I and II (σI-II), Regions II and III (σII-III) and Regions 
III and IV (σIII-IV) determined from Figure 2-4 for both FG and CG microstructures. * σth is 
threshold stress as defined in KNE model. It is calculated from the intercept of the Wd vs σ2 plot 
with σ2-axis as described in [28]. 
Sample 
σI-II σII-III σIII-IV σth
* 
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) 
     
FG 175 350 1100 379 




2.4.2.2 Region II 
This stress region (FG: from 175 to 350 MPa; CG from 100 to 200 MPa) is 
characterized by a gradual increase of dissipated energy per loading cycle, in 
conjunction with a steep increase in irrecoverable strain in the first loop with increasing 
maximum applied stress, and no observable change in elastic moduli, Figure 2-4. Note 
that the change of the first loop irrecoverable strain with stress shows more gradual 
progression with increasing stress (i.e. a change in slope is observed) at above 350 MPa 
for FG, and above 200 MPa for CG. Therefore, those stresses were defined as transition 
stresses between Regions II and III, σII-III. The lower transition stresses for Region II 
(σI-II) are much lower than threshold stresses of     = 379 MPa for FG and     = 218 MPa 
for CG, predicted using the KNE model (Table 2-1) [28]. Note that at stresses levels 
below the   , the KNE model does not predict any hysteretic behavior and energy 
dissipation [62, 64, 66], which is in contradiction with results presented here. However, 
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the upper transition stress for Region II happens to be very close to the     predicted by 
KNE model. Since IKBs are not expected below    it is reasonable to assume that the 
hysteretic behavior and small amount of energy dissipation per cycle observed in this 
region can be attributed to the development of complex incompatibility stresses state as a 
result of elastic/plastic anisotropy, and reversible glide of basal plane dislocations in soft 
grains, as it is suggested by the RF model [37]. This conclusion can be further supported 
by the fact that irrecoverable strain measured during the first load-unload cycle increases 
rapidly with increasing maximum stresses. Note that loading within this stress region 
does not result in any damage since the Young’s modulus does not change. The later, 
completely rules out microcracking as the underlying mechanism responsible for the 
observed opening of the first loop and hysteretic stress-strain behavior. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to conclude that stresses in this region are sufficient to cause small hysteresis 
through reversible dislocation glide due to reversible glide of basal plan dislocations in 
soft grains. 
 
2.4.2.3 Region III 
Mechanical response of Ti2AlC in this region (FG: from 350 to 1100 MPa; CG 
from 200 to 650 MPa) is characterized by a steeper increase of Wd but a more gradual 
increase of ΔεPL with increasing maximum compressive stress than in Region II, Figure 
2-4. Energy dissipated per cycle seems to increase linearly with σ2 in this region, as it is 
indicated by the best fit line on Wd vs. σ
2 plot in Figure 2-4. This result is in good 
agreement with previous experimental results and predictions of KNE model [27, 62, 64, 
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66], and challenges the RF model that predicts a linear increase in Wd with increasing σ 
[37]. However, further analysis of the results summarized in Figure 2-5, actually shows 
that a slightly better fitting can be achieved by assuming that Wd is a function of both σ
2 
and σ (i.e. assuming that Wd = k + k’+ k”
2), than only σ2 (i.e. assuming that Wd = k + 
k”2) as suggested by the KNE model. This finding, together with the fact that ΔεPL in 
Region III increases much more slowly with increasing stress than in Region II, suggest 
that some other deformation mechanism(s), beside reversible dislocation glide in soft 
grains as proposed in the RF model, must be operative and is (are) responsible for the 
observed hysteretic stress-strain behavior. Note that whatever deformation mechanism(s) 
is (are) operative in Region III, it (they) must result in cyclic strain strengthening during 
loading because ΔεPL increases with a much slower pace with increasing stress than in 
Region II, but energy dissipation is much larger. To further elucidate the underlying 
mechanisms in this region, the evolution of the microstructure was studied using EBSD 
and is discussed in more detail in section 2.4.3.  
It is worth nothing here that irrecoverable (plastic) strain ΔεPL or opening of the 
first loop ---  measured after each testing step to the stress that is 50 MPa higher than the 
previous cycle --- is cumulative as illustrated in Figure 2-6. This Figure clearly shows 
that the accumulated opening of the first loop after two consecutive cyclic loadings to 
250, 500 and 750 MPa (red line) is the identical to that obtained after cyclic loading 
directly to 750 MPa (black line). Note that both hysteresis loops at 750 MPa, namely one 
obtained in direct loading to 750 MPa and one obtained after consecutive cyclic loading, 
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are of the same size. However the consecutive cycling loading results in some slightly 




Figure 2-5: Wd per loading cycle plotted as a function of maximum loading stress in each cycle for 
FG (square symbols) and CG (round symbols) structure. Solid lines are the results of fitting 
assuming two different functions, namely Wd=t + k
2 (blue) and Wd=t + k’+ k”
2 (red). 




Last but not least, possible formation of microcracks in this region has to be 
discussed in more detail. The relative Young’s modulus determined using RUS 
decreases monotonically with increasing stress, Figure 2-4. However, this decrease is 
very small, i.e. around 0.1% for FG after loading to 1100 MPa and 0.2 % for CG 




Figure 2-6: Stress strain curves obtained during cyclic loading to 750 MPa (black line), and 




has been reported to be around 0.17% [81]. In addition, results in Figure 2-7 show that 
that the decrease in FG structure does not exceed 0.02 % after 100 cycles up to 700 MPa. 
Although, these results cannot completely rule out the formation of microcracks which 
size and/or amount could be small to affect significantly the changes in Young’s 
modulus, it is reasonable to conclude here that their opening and closing during cycling 
loading cannot be the dominant hysteretic mechanism as it is suggested in the MC 
model. In addition, the fact that cyclic hardening rather than softening occurs in this 
stress region (note that ΔεPL in this region increases much more slowly with increasing 
stress than in Region II) additionally supports this conclusion since formation of 
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microcracks during loading would result in a much steeper increase of ΔεPL, i.e. cyclic 




Figure 2-7: Changes of the relative Young’s modulus of the FG structure as a function of number of 





2.4.2.4 Region IV 
This stress region (FG: from 1100 MPa to failure at ≈ 1200 MPa, CG from 600 
MPa to failure at ≈ 710 MPa) is characterized by a significant increase in Wd with 
increasing stress, exceeding the values predicted by the KNE model that are denoted by 
dotted lines on the bottom plots in Figure 2-4. More importantly, a steep decrease of 
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elastic modulus, Figure 2-4, and even slight opening of the second hysteresis loop can be 
observed in this region (not shown here). These results suggest that microcracks start to 
form above the σIII-IV transition stress producing a sudden and pronounced drop in 
relative elastic modulus and slight opening of the second loop. At these high stresses, the 
dissipation due to friction between microcracks faces also adds to the dissipation 
mechanism from Region III thereby increasing the overall Wd dissipated in each loading 
cycle as it is predicted by the MC model. It is worth noting that here that Poon et al. also 
reported [36] accumulation of microcracks at stresses of 540 MPa in the samples having 
slightly higher grain size than the CG samples in this study. This critical stress value is 
very close to the value of σIII-IV, 650 MPa, reported here for CG structure. Last but not 
least, it is important to mention that the FG sample failed at 1.2 GPa which is the highest 
compressive strength ever reported for Ti2AlC. 
 
2.4.3 EBSD Results 
To grasp a better understanding of underlying hysteretic mechanism in Region 
III, and to specifically explore the reason behind the cyclic hardening observed in that 
region, EBSD analysis was performed on FG and CG samples cycled twice to 500 MPa 
and compared to data acquired on as-sintered samples. EBSD is a valuable tool in 
analyzing evolution of deformation in polycrystalline MAX phases [83] because kink 
bands and dislocation walls result in change of crystallographic orientation 
(misorientation) within individual grains. Therefore, the latter two features can be easily 
identified by analyzing misorientations on inverse pole figure (IPF) maps obtained by 
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EBSD. Note that any eventual basal plane slip cannot be detected in EBSD results since 
it does not produced in any major misorientation within individual grains.  
Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9 summarize the EBSD results for FG and CG samples, 
respectively, in the as-sintered condition (top rows) and for samples cycled to 500 MPa 
(bottom rows). The IPF maps of as processed samples in Figure 2-8a and Figure 2-9a, 
show that both FG and CG samples have almost random texture with a weak alignment 
of the basal planes perpendicular to the loading direction applied during processing, as it 
is indicated by larger amount of red grains especially in FG structure. Comparison of IPF 
maps before and after loading (Figure 2-8a and Figure 2-8b for the FG structure and 
Figure 2-9a and Figure 2-9b for the CG structure) show clearly that the microstructure 
evolves during loading, i.e. the color in each individual grain becomes less uniform after 
deformation. The latter suggests development of crystallographic misorientation in 
individual grains during cyclic compressive loading. To further analyze misorientation 
development in each grain, the low angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) resulting in 
misorientation angles between 2o to 10o are plotted as red lines in Figure 2-8c, Figure 
2-8d, Figure 2-9c, and Figure 2-9d, together with black lines that denote high angle grain 
boundaries (HAGBs) with misorientation angles across boundary exceeding 10o. 
Comparison of those results reveals much larger number of LAGBs and DWs in FG and 
CG samples cyclically loaded to 500 MPa than in as-sintered samples.  
To further analyze if some of above mentioned microstructural features form 








































Figure 2-8: EBSD results for FG as-sintered sample (top row) and FG cycled to 500 MPa (bottom row). Both compressive loads during 
sintering and cyclic loading were applied in the vertical direction. (a) and (b) are inverse pole figures (IPF) maps, with the y-axis in the vertical 
direction; (c) and (d) Low (red lines) and high (black lines) angle grain boundaries maps; (e) and (f) Schmid factor maps with low (red lines) 







































Figure 2-9: EBSD results for CG as-sintered sample (top row) and CG cycled to 500 MPa (bottom row). Both compressive loads during 
sintering and cyclic loading were applied in vertical direction. (a) and (b) are inverse pole figures (IPF) maps, with the y-axis in the vertical 
direction; (c) and (d) Low (red lines) and high (black lines) angle grain boundaries maps; (e) and (f) Schmid factor maps with low (red lines) 
and high (black lines) angle grain boundaries.  
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applied load, LAGBs and HAGBs are plotted over Schmid factor maps in Figure 2-8e, 
Figure 2-8f, Figure 2-9e, and Figure 2-9f. Schmid factors on those maps were 
determined for easy slip (0001) [112 0] and therefore light blue grains denote 
longitudinal and transverse hard grains having Schmid factor close to zero, while yellow 
grains denote soft grains with Schmid factor close to 0.5. 
Careful inspection of these results show that LAGBs form in all grains 
independent of their Schmid factor. At the same time, some of the grains are free of any 
LAGBs, independent of their orientation relative to the applied load. This suggests that 
deformation of each individual grain is governed not only by its orientation relative to 
direction of applied load, but also by orientation of all neighboring grains and thus 
incompatibility stresses that develop due to their plastic anisotropy. The later cannot be 
overemphasized because it demonstrates the importance of incompatibility stresses that 
develop during loading in Region III on the overall mechanical response of the MAX 
phases. In addition, this finding challenges models used to capture the mechanical 
response of the MAX phases, such as EPSC, that are based on homogeneous inclusion 
method in which mechanical response of grains surrounding each individual grain is 
homogenized. Although, more work is needed to fully understand evolution of 
inhomogeneous evolution of LAGBs in polycrystalline MAX phases during loading at 
room temperature, it is worth noting that those features seem to form preferentially, but 
not exclusively, in grains with middle to high Schmid factors (0.25-0.5). The latter is in 
good agreement with recently published results of in–situ neutron diffraction studies 
during cycling loading of Ti2AlN that demonstrate plastic deformation of the grains in 
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which the angle between the 0001 direction and the direction of applied stress is below 
approximately 70o [21]. 
A closer look at the geometry of LAGBs in Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9 also 
reveals that they tend to form three different configurations. Figure 2-10 shows selected 
but typical configurations of LAGBs in grains denoted as A, B, C, D and E in Figure 
2-8e and Figure 2-9e, together with their Schmid maps and misorientation angle profile 
along LAGBs. Observed LAGB configurations can be categorized as:  
(i) straight lines that span from grain boundary to grain boundary through the grain, 
Figure 2-10b and Figure 2-10c;  
(ii) closed loops in the middle of grain, Figure 2-10 c, d and e; and 
(iii) open loops (curved lines) that start at grain boundaries and curl into the grains, 
Figure 2-10a. 
Assuming that LAGBs consist of dislocation walls, the distance between 
dislocations can be expressed as D = 
b/2
sin(θ 2⁄ )
 where Burgers vector b = 
1
3
⟨112 0⟩ = 3.05 Å 
[3]. Since the distance between Al plans in Ti2AlC is dAl-Al = 6.8 Å [84], it can be shown 
that maximum misorientation angle of 12.96o can be achieved by having one dislocation 
in every Al basal plane. The results in Figure 2-10 show that misorientation profile 
across LAGBs ranges from 3o to 6o. This indicates that observed LAGBs consists of 







      (a)       (b)      (c) 
  
               (d)                 (e) 
Figure 2-10: Misorientation profiles and unit cell orientation with respect to the vertically applied load for low angle grain boundaries 
(LAGBs) or dislocation walls (DWs), and dislocation loops in (a) grain A, (b) grain B, (c) grain C in Figure 2-8e as well as (d) grain D and (e) 
grain E in Figure 2-9e. Inserts show magnified Schmid factor maps for corresponding grains with low (red lines) and large (black lines) angle 
grain boundaries.  
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Straight LAGBs that span from grain boundary to grain boundary through the 
grain have been observed and reported in deformed MAX phases in large numbers of 
studies, as it was discussed elsewhere [3, 4], Those LAGBs are associated with 
deformation of individual grains by kinking and they confine KBs. Note that not all 
parallel sets of straight LAGBs confine KBs, as it is illustrated in Figure 2-10c, because 
those walls consist of dislocations of the same sign. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
conclude that straight dislocation walls do not form exclusively by growth of IKBs to 
fully developed KBs. It follows that another mechanism needs to be invoked to explain 
the presence of the walls consisting of dislocations of the same sign that that proposed 
by Orowan [15] and Frank and Stroh [16]. One possibility is simple bending of 
individual grains caused by anisotropic plastic deformation of surrounding grains.   
However, the formation of closed (Figure 2-10c, d and e) and open DW loops 
(Figure 2-10a) in deformed MAX phases have never been reported before. The loops 
resemble the configuration of IKBs and partially dissociated IKBs, respectively, as 
predicted by KNE model [27, 28] since misorientation profile across those loops indicate 
that they consist of dislocation walls of opposite signs. However, in contrast to IKBs, 
LAGB loops observed here have relatively large diameter, exceeding in some cases 5 
μm. In addition the loops form in all grains, not only in longitudinal hard grains, and 
they do not completely collapse upon unloading, as proposed by the KNE model. 
Although more work is needed to fully understand the structure of the loops and the 
mechanisms that leads to their formation, results indicate that highly inhomogeneous 
distributions of incompatibility stresses develop during loading are responsible for their 
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formation in all grains independent of their orientation and that they are stable. Those 
stresses also prevent their total collapse or annihilation during unloading as would be 
expected from the attractive force between two dislocation walls of opposite sign.  
Herein, the difference between observed evolution of microstructure in FG and 
CG structure during compressive loading (Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9) has to be discussed 
in more detail. When doing that, one has to consider that both microstructures were 
analyzed after cyclic loading to 500 MPa, which is in the middle of stress Region III for 
FG structure and but closer to the upper limit for stress Region III in the CG structure. 
Comparison of Figure 2-8d and Figure 2-9d shows that the amount of LAGBs (as 
straight DWs or DWs forming closed and open loops) is much higher in the CG structure 
than in the FG one. For example, a large number DW loops can be seen in single grains 
in the CG structure, as it is illustrated in longitudinal hard grain encircled with a dashed 
line in Figure 2-9b and f. This is not surprising because compared to the FG structure, 
the CG structure shows smaller resistance not only dislocation glide in basal planes 
(Hall–Petch effect) but also to the formation of IKBs [3, 28, 62]. While the former 
results in higher incompatibility stresses in the CG structure due to easier dislocation 
piling up in soft grains, the latter results in easier formation of IKBs. Also, as the number 
of IKB-like DW loop seem to be smaller in the FG structure, they appear to form mostly 
in grains close to soft orientation for reasons that are not entirely clear at this moment. 
Results of EBSD analysis also show that the number of grains (where grain is 
defined as area surrounded by HAGBs) in the examined area of 250 x 250 μm2 increases 
from 3,634 in the as-processed to 4,021 in the cyclically loaded FG sample, and from 
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896 in as-processed to 3,958 in cyclically loaded CG sample. While the slight increase in 
the number of grains in the FG structure could be attributed to statistical difference 
between two examined areas, the significant increase in the CG structure is strong 
evidence that grain refinement and development of substructure takes place during cyclic 
loading. Careful inspection of Figure 2-9f, suggests that subgrains form mostly in grains 
with high Schmid factor, i.e. soft grains, as it is illustrated in Figure 2-11. Although 
more work is needed to fully understand the mechanisms responsible for the substructure 
development, the misorientation profiles across the subgrains and their configuration 
resemble that previously observed in deformed Ti3SiC2 by TEM (Figure 2-11c). Note 
that the combination of kinking and delamination in Figure 2-11c results in 
misorientation of up to approximately 30o, similar to that shown in Figure 2-11a and 
formation of subgrains (circled by dashed line in Figure 2-11c) similar to those observed 
in the examined sample (Figure 2-11b). This conclusion is further supported by the fact 
that highly fragmented grains contain areas with poor EBSD indexing (purple in Figure 
2-11b) due to delamination and microcracking. 
In conclusion for this section, EBSD results showing complex microstructural 
development during cyclic loading have to be put in conjecture with results of 
mechanical testing. Observed refinement of microstructure due to the accumulation of 
LAGBs forming either straight or looped DWs, and further formation of subgrains are in 
good agreement with observed cyclic strengthening in Region III (i.e. much more 
gradual increase in ΔεPL with increasing stress than in Region II) as those microstructural 
features are effective barriers for dislocation glide. However, since energy dissipated per 
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loading cycle in this stress region increases rapidly with increasing stress, reversible 
glide of dislocation to and from pile ups cannot be major dissipation mechanism as 
proposed by the RF model [37], because it would be hindered effectively by LAGBs or 
HAGBs that forms during the first loading cycle. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude 
that the major energy dissipation mechanism in Region III is reversible movement (or 
bowing) of LAGBs --- not much unlike that proposed by the KNE model [28, 61, 62] --- 
whose number increases with increasing stress. However, in contrast to the KNE model, 
results presented here show that LAGBs forming DWs and loops appear in all grains 
independent on their orientation and that DW loops do not collapse after unloading. Both 
those findings can be attributed to development of complex stress states due to 







Figure 2-11 Misorientation profile and unit cell orientations with respect to the vertically applied 
load across grain F in Figure 8e. (b) Magnified Schmid factor map for corresponding grain with low 
(red lines) and large (black lines) angle grain boundaries, and unindexed areas (purple). (c) TEM of 






The results of uniaxial cyclic loading in compression, together with results of 
elastic modulus measurements and EBSD show that the room temperature mechanical 
response of both fine (FG) and course (CG) grain Ti2AlC is quite complex and can be 
separated in the following four different stress regions (Region I – IV) with substantially 
different underlining deformation mechanisms: 
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 Region I (FG: 0 to 175 MPa; CG: 0 to 100 MPa) characterized completely linear 
elastic behavior; 
 Region II (FG: from 175 to 350 MPa; CG from 100 to 200 MPa) is which hysteric 
behavior can be observed characterized by slightly open hysteretic loop in first 
loading-unloading cycle, and closed loops any subsequent loading cycle to the same 
stress level. In this region, small amount of energy dissipation per each cycle 
observed can be attributed to the development of complex incompatibility stresses as 
a result of elastic/plastic anisotropy, and reversible glide of basal plane dislocations 
in soft grains, as suggested by the reversible flow model [37]. 
 Region III (FG: from 350 to 1100 MPa; CG from 200 to 650 MPa) in which stress 
strain behavior is qualitative similar to that in Region II, but with a much steeper 
increase in energy dissipated per loading cycle and more gradual increase in the 
irrecoverable strain or opening of the first loop than in the previous stress region. 
EBSD results show complex developments of the microstructure with accumulation 
of a large number of dislocation walls (DWs) that span from grain boundary to grain 
boundary and closed or open DW loops resembling IKBs; all of which would lead 
cyclic hardening. The reversible movement (or bowing) of LAGBs --- not much 
unlike what was proposed by the KNE model [28, 61, 62]--- was proposed as a major 
energy dissipation mechanism in this region. It is worth noting here that EBSD 
results of this study provide first experimental evidence of the formation of closed 
dislocation loops in MAX phases. 
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 Region IV (FG: from 1100 MPa to failure, CG from 600 MPa to failure) in which 
stress strain behavior is qualitative similar to ones observed in Regions II and III, but 
shows a drop in elastic modulus due damage (microcracks) formation. Friction at the 
microcracks’ surfaces contributes to the energy dissipated in each loading cycle, in 
addition to the other mechanisms mentioned above. 
Results highlighted above are significant, because they show that neither 
proposed models namely Kinking Non-Linear Elastic, Microcracking and Reversible 
Flow models can be single-handedly implemented to describe the complex mechanical 
behavior of that the MAX phases over the entire range of stresses. 
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3 EFFECT OF MICROSTRUCTURE ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
OF Ti2AlC 
3.1 Synopsis 
This section investigates the effect microstructure, specifically the grain size and 
TiAlx impurity, on the compressive strength and hysteretic behavior of Ti2AlC at room 
temperature. Given the plate-like nature of the MAX phase grains, lengths and 
thicknesses of over 100 grains for each microstructure were measured. A Hall-Petch like 
relationship between compressive strength and the grain length was observed, but not 
such a relationship was observed with the grain thickness. Results from cyclic 
compression testing in combination with resonant ultrasound spectroscopy show that 
room temperature mechanical response of Ti2AlC can be divided into four stress regions 
regardless of the variation in grain size and/or impurity. The grain size relationship on 
the transition stresses for stress regions was also investigated. All transition stresses, 
between the different regions follow a Hall-Petch relationship. 
 
3.2 Introduction 
Since Ti2AlC is one of the most attractive MAX phases for wide variety of 
applications, it is not surprising that numerous studies published to date reported on its 
mechanical properties. However, a review of those studies shows great variation of its 
compressive strength at room temperature. Compressive strength values span from the 
lowest reported of 393 MPa to the highest one of 1057 MPa, as it is are summarized in 
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Table 3-1 [5, 6, 17, 33, 34, 36, 48, 77, 85-88]. It is clear from Table 3-1 that the lowest 
and highest values of reported compressive strengths correspond to samples with largest 
and smallest grain sizes, respectively, indicating a possible Hall-Petch relationship. Hall-
Petch type relationship between compressive strength and grain size has been proposed 
before for some other MAX phases, such as V2AlC [3], (Ti,Nb)2AlC [22], and 
Ti3(Si,Ge)C2 [28, 89]. However, at the first glance, the rest of the compressive strengths 
values in Table 3-1 that range from 540 MPa to 910 MPa, do not seem to have a clear 
dependency on their grain size. The later suggest that some other microstructural factors 
might contribute to the mechanical response of Ti2AlC under compressive loading, 
besides gran size.  
The final microstructure of Ti2AlC depends strongly on processing route [90]. In 
general, there are two types of reaction synthesis of Ti2AlC. The first route uses the 
binary carbide Al4C3 with Ti and C powders as reactants processed in the 1300°C – 
1600°C temperature range. Since aluminum carbide is a very stable compound and slow 
to react with Ti and C, long processing times of 4 to 48 hours are required to produce 
Ti2AlC [5]. The second and more widely used approach is to use elemental powders of 
Al in combination with Ti, C and/or TiC as reactants primarily to reduce processing 
time. A significant reduction in processing time is achieve because aluminum melts at 
660°C, forming a liquid that promotes fast reaction and sintering. This type of reaction is 
commonly referred to as solid-liquid reaction and has been shown to produce high purity 
Ti2AlC after reaction sintering in as short as 1 hour [6, 84, 91-93]. Alternately, these 
same reactants have been used in self-propagating high-temperature synthesis
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Table 3-1: Summary of compressive strengths and processing conditions for Ti2AlC from literature. 






 Sintering Method Temperature Time Reference 




(°C) hrs # 
393 100 – 200 - -  Hot Press 1600 4 [17] 
540 ± 21 25 - Al2O3 & TiAlx  Hot Isostatic Press 1300 – 1400 15 – 48 [5] 
560 41 ± 12 16 ± 4 None  Hot Press 1450 1 [6] 
655 ± 32 10 ± 2 5 ± 2 None  Hot Press 1350 2 [88] 
670 15 - Ti3AlC2  Hot Press 1400 1 [85] 
865 ± 55 20 ± 10 8 ± 2 None  Hot Isostatic Press 1400 2 
[33, 34, 77, 
87] 
910 - - -  - - - [36] 
1037 6 1 TiAlx  SHS/PHIP  25 sec [86] 
1057 ± 84 3.05 - TiAlx  SHS/PHIP - *25 sec [48] 
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(SHS) to produce high purity Ti2AlC in the order of seconds [48, 86, 94-96]. One 
drawback of using pure aluminum powder as a reactant is that it evaporates during 
sintering, and therefore its amount in the initial powder mixture has to be adjusted to 
compensate for the aluminum that volatizes during synthesis [11, 59, 91], or otherwise 
the final product would have a large amount of secondary phases such as TiC or TiAlx 
[90, 97]. The evaporation rates of aluminum depend on many processing factors, 
including chamber pressure (vacuum or inert), gas purge rates, and heating rates among 
others, such that tuning the correct initial stoichiometry quickly becomes more an art 
than a science. In addition, since Ti2AlC is stable only in very narrow range, see Figure 
3-1, such that the final stoichiometry has to be near perfect to avoid formation of 
secondary phases [3]. Therefore, when analyzing the spread of compressive strengths in 
Table 3-1, the effect of undesired secondary phases should be accounted for, because 
their eventual presence can also affect mechanical behavior of Ti2AlC. Although many 
sources claim high purity in their samples, their claims are based solely on X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) results, and not supported by any other more accurate analysis [6, 33, 
77, 85]. This approach could be potentially misleading since small amounts of 
impurities, especially TiAlx may accumulate in triple grain junctions or as a thin film in 
grain boundaries, such that their size and amount may be so small as to be undetectable. 
In addition, since present impurities are products of incomplete reactions and/or of less 
than ideal stoichiometry in final product, they may form with distorted stoichiometry 
and/or crystal lattice which might result in peak broadening, to such an extent, that the 








It is also well established by now that Ti2AlC, and to further extent other MAX 
phases, do not behave as a typical brittle ceramic before they fail in compression. In 
other words, their stress-strain behavior is not linear-elastic, but rather non-linear 
hysteretic resulting in large hysteresis loops when samples are exposed to cyclic loading 
[28, 29, 33-37, 61, 62, 64-66, 77, 87, 99]. Therefore, the mechanical energy dissipation 
during loading-unloading cycle per unit volume (Wd) and the stress at which the first 
hysteresis loops can observed (  ) is another import quality that describes the 
mechanical response of MAX phases. It is well documented that Wd and    in MAX 
phases also depend on their microstructure, i.e. it is grain size dependent with coarse 
grain structure dissipating more energy than fine grain structure. According to the 
Kinking Nonlinear Elastic (KNE) model [27-29, 61, 62]---  i.e. the first model proposed to 
explain the hysteretic behavior of the MAX phases --- this behavior has been attributed 
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to easier incipient kink bands (IKBs) formation in coarse grained structure, as it is 
described in more details elsewhere [27, 45, 62].  
However, recently alternate models have been proposed for the reversible 
hysteretic behavior in MAX phases. Poon et al. [36] proposed that the hysteretic 
behavior of MAX phases can be attributed to the formation of delamination microcracks 
and the friction between crack faces during cyclic loading, which in turn, can be also 
scaled to the grain size. Most recently, Jones et al. [37] also challenged the relevance of 
IKB formation on the hysteretic behavior and instead proposed another underlying 
hysteretic mechanism, namely reversible flow or dislocation glide of basal plane 
dislocations in soft grains, i.e. grains in which critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) is 
first reach because of their favorable orientation relative to direction of applied load. 
Further referred to as the Reversible Flow (RF) model, this model is based on 
observations of inhomogeneous residual lattice strains that develop during loading of 
polycrystalline Ti3SiC2 in compression and the results of corresponding elasto-plastic 
self-consistent modeling (ESPC) [72-74]. Since this model proposes that the stress-strain 
hysteretic behavior in MAX phases can be attributed to reversible glide of basal plane 
dislocation, both Wd and the onset stress for micro-yielding due to dislocation glide in 
soft grains should obey a Hall-Petch type dependency on the grain size, as it is discussed 
in more details elsewhere [37]  
Section 2 of this manuscript, reconciles the three single mechanistic models and 
proposes that the cyclic compressive behavior of Ti2AlC, can be divided into four stress 
regions, each with a different dominant hysteretic underlying mechanism [100]. Analysis 
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of the results obtained from cyclic compression testing of high purity Ti2AlC in this 
study, more specifically changes of Wd and irrecoverable strain after first loading (ΔεPL), 
in combination with the results of resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) and electron 
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) studies suggest the following stress regions with distinct 
mechanical response: (i) Regions I at the low stress range in which the mechanical 
response is linear elastic; (ii) Region II above micro-yielding stress denoted as σI-II in 
which a small stress-strain hysteresis is observed during cyclic loading, in conjunction 
with a rapid increase in permanent deformation in the first loading and unloading cycle -
-- a behavior attributed reversible glide in soft grains; (iii) Region III at stresses higher 
than micro-yielding stress denoted as σII-III and in which formation and movement of 
dislocation walls (DWs) give rise to cyclic hardening and increased hysteretic behavior; 
and (iv) Region IV at very high stresses exceeding some critical stress denoted as σIII-IV  
where microcracking appears and ultimately effects observed hysteretic behavior by 
increasing the total energy dissipated in each loading-unloading cycle. In addition, the 
results reported in Section 2.4 for two microstructures with different grain sizes, suggest 
that all transition stresses, namely σI-II, σII-III,  σIII-IV, and the compressive strength are 
function of grain size. In this section, the effect of microstructure including grain size 
and TiAlx intermetallic impurity on the ultimate compressive strength and hysteric 
behavior of Ti2AlC at room temperature is investigated in more details. It is, to the 
author’s knowledge, the first systematic study on the effect microstructure on the room 
temperature mechanical properties of MAX phases. 
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3.3 Experimental Procedures 
The samples tested in this study were fabricated using three processing routes, 
utilizing powders synthesis in house as well as commercially available powders 
(MAXthal 211, Sandvik Heating Technology, Sweden) to produce samples with 
different grain sizes and various amounts of intermetallic impurities. The processing 
parameters for all samples are summarized in Table 3-2 and briefly describer below.  
Commercial sample (CP-CG): commercially available Ti2AlC (3-ONE-2, 
Voorhees, NJ) was prepared by cold compaction followed by pressureless sintering of 
MAXthal 211 at 1500 oC for 4 hour in the vacuum of 10-2 torr .  
Commercial Powder (CP-FG): Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS)3 (SPS25-10, 
Thermal Technology LLC, USA) was used fabricate high density samples from 
MAXthal 211 commercial powder. In short, the as-received powders were mounted in a 
graphite die and placed inside the SPS chamber. The sample was heated to 1300°C at 
50°C min-1 for 15 minutes under an applied pressure of 100 MPa and cooled near to 
room temperature at a rate of 50°C min-1.  
Reacted Powder (RP): In an effort to produce higher purity Ti2AlC, a two-step 
process was employed in which Ti2AlC MAX phase powders were synthesis in-house 
followed by sintering in SPS. For the Ti2AlC powder synthesis, Ti (99.5%, -325 mesh), 
Al (99.5%, -325 mesh) and TiC (99.5%, 2 µm) powders, all from Alpha Aesar, USA, 
were used. The powders were weighed to achieve a molar ratio of Ti:Al:C = 2:1.05:0.95 
                                                 
3 Less common but more appropriately referred to as Electric Current Assisted Sintering (ECAS) 
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and mixed by ball milling for 24 hrs. The mixture was placed in alumina boats and 
sintered in a high vacuum tube furnace (GSL1600X, MTI Corporation, USA) at a 
calibrated temperature of 1400°C under UHP argon. The sintered compact of reacted 
powder was then drill milled and sieved to produce -170 mesh Ti2AlC powders and 
processed in SPS to produce high density samples, by sintering for 45 minutes at 
1300°C. Those samples are further denoted as fine grained or RP-FG. To explore the 
effect of grain size while maintaining an invariant amount of impurities, samples were 
further subjected to 8, 24, & 72 hours (further denoted as medium grained, coarse 
grained and extra coarse grained, or RP- MG, RP- CG, and RP- XCG, respectively.  
Sintered Composite (SC): A set of samples were fabricated in which excess 
aluminum and titanium powders were added to pre-reacted in-house Ti2AlC powders to 
produce Ti2AlC samples with the higher amount of TiAlx with grain sizes comparable to 
the CS sample. Molar amounts of Ti and Al were added to result in approximately 18 
vol% formation of TiAlx. After weighing, the powders were mixed by ball milling for 24 
hrs and processed in SPS at 1300°C for 20 minutes at 100 MPa.  
Reaction Sintered (RS- SPS): The same powders as in the case of RP samples 
were mixed to yield Ti:Al:TiC ratio of 1:1.05:0.75 and ball milled for 24 hours. The 
powder mixture was compacted in graphite die and reaction sintered in SPS at 1450oC 
for 20 minutes, as it was described elsewhere [97]. 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra (not shown here) for all samples were collected 
using a diffractometer (D8 Discover, Bruker, USA) with Cu-Kα radiation at 40 kV and 
40 mA in 8o– 80o 2θ range with 0.024o step and rate of 3.5 o/min. In addition, the  
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Table 3-2: Summary of processing conditions, amount and type of impurities, grain sizes and mechanical properties of all samples tested in 








Secondary Phases Detected 
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Failure  Length Thickness AR 
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22 ±22 5 ±2.6 4.4 565 ±15 1.51 ±0.03 
CP-FG Maxthal 211 
SPS 1300°C 
15 min 





















0 - TiAlx; Al2O3 3 
 




8 - TiAlx; Al2O3 3 
 




24 - TiAlx; Al2O3 3 
 




72 - TiAlx; Al2O3 3 
 
44.7 ±39.2 13.8 ±7.5 3.2 430 ±60 0.76 ±0.03 
SC RP + Ti + Al 
SPS 1300°C 
20 min 
0 TiAlx TiAlx; Al2O3 17 
 
7.8 ±2.9 4.3 ±1.9 1.4 1110 ±20 1.40 ±0.08 
RS- SPS Ti + Al + TiC 
SPS 1450°C 
15 min 
0 - TiAlx; 5 
 




microstructure of the samples was characterized using a field emission scanning electron 
microscope (Quanta 600 FEG, FEI, USA) equipped with back-scattered electron 
detector (BSE) and Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) system (Oxford Instruments, 
UK). The volume percent of intermetallic impurities on the samples was calculated by 
performing Image Analysis (Image J software) of BSE SEM micrographs of polished, 
but unetched surfaces to avoid dissolution of intermetallic during etching process. The 






   * 100 ( 3.1 ) 
 
In this study only titanium intermetallic phases TiAlx were accounted for because 
that was major impurity phases in all samples. In addition, since the MAX phase grains 
are plate-like, the length and thickness of more than 100 grains was measured in each of 
processed set of samples from SEM micrographs of polished and etched samples using 
Image J software. The density of the samples was measured by the alcohol (200 proof 
ethanol) immersion method based on Archimedes’ principle that is described in more 
detail elsewhere [79, 80]. Relative density (not shown here) was found to exceed 98% 
for all sample.  
Cylindrical samples, 5 mm diameter by 8 mm in length were cut by wire electron 
discharge machining (Wire-EDM) for quasi-static compression testing. The samples 
were tested in a servo-hydraulic testing machine (MTS-810, MTS, USA) under a 
constant crosshead displacement rate chosen to result in an initial strain rate of 10-4 s-1. A 
high temperature axial extensometer (632.59, MTS, USA) was attached to WC spacers 
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placed between sample and pushrod. Since the extensometer was not placed directly on 
the sample, the strain in the sample was corrected using  εeff=
GL*εext
Lo
  where εeff is the 
effective strain in the sample, GL is the gauge length of the extensometer (15.24 mm), 
εext is the strain measured by extensometer, and Lo is the sample’s initial length. This 
simple correction assumes zero contraction of the spacers as well as perfect contact 
between sample and spacers, so the values of the strains reported are only 
approximations of the strain magnitudes experienced by the sample. 
Cyclic compression testing was perform on all but the SC sample following the 
procedure outlined in more details in Section 2.3 [100], whereby cylindrical samples, 9 
mm diameter by 16.5 mm in length were cut by Wire-EDM and tested on a servo-
hydraulic testing machine (MTS-810, MTS, USA) at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. Strains were 
measured with an axial extensometer (632.13E-23, MTS, USA) directly attached to the 
sample while the sample was loaded and unloaded twice in each testing step to 
prescribed maximum load. A preload of 5 MPa was maintained while the stress 
amplitude was increased for 50 MPa in each testing step to failure. Resonant ultrasound 
spectroscopy (RUS) was used to measure the changes in Young’s modulus after each 
testing step as described elsewhere [100] with the goal to determine the onset of its 






3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Microstructure of As-Processed Samples 
Representative BSE micrographs of polished and etched surfaces in Figure 3-2a-
e illustrate different grain morphologies and sizes of selected samples in their as-
processed state. Those and similar micrographs for other samples not shown in Figure 
3-2a-e were used to measure length and thickness of more than 100 grains for each 
sample. The arithmetic mean values and standard deviation of grain lengths and 
thicknesses are listed in Table 3-2 for all as-processed samples, together with average 
aspect ratios (AR). Those results show that grain size in as-processed samples varied 
from 4.2 x 2.1 μm to 44.7 x 13.8 μm and that generally samples with larger grain sizes 
have a higher aspect ratio. Note that the grain size in RP samples increases from 6.1 x 
4.6 μm in as processed sample (RP-FG) to 44.7 x 13.6 μm in the sample that was heat 
treated for 72 hour after sintering (RP-XCG). In addition, the aspect ratio in those 
samples increases monotonically with increasing grain size, as it is expected in MAX 
phases due to their anisotropic grain growth in which faster growth in the direction of 
basal planes is observed [3]. It is important to note that the grain size variation, as 
measured by the standard deviation increases with grain size. The larger the grain size, 
the higher the probability of finding a few grains much larger than the reported grain size 





Figure 3-2: Selected but typical backscatter electron micrographs of examined samples: (a) etched CP-FG; (b) etched RP-FG; (c) etched RP-





XRD results (not shown here) did not reveal presence of any other phase but 
Ti2AlC in most samples, Table 3-2. The only exceptions are CS-CG, CP-FG and SC 
samples in which different secondary phases, such as TiAlx, Ti3AlC2 and Ti5Al2C3 were 
also identified by XRD. Additional analysis of polished but unetched surfaces using BSE 
and EDS, revealed the presence of small amounts of other secondary phases, identified 
by EDS to be closest to Al2O3, TiAlx, Ti3AlC2, and/or Ti5Al3C2, even in XRD pure 
samples, Table 3-2. Since TiAlx was identified to be the major non-MAX phase
4 
impurity in most of the samples (note that amount of Al2O3 in all samples was <1-2%), 
its amount was determined from BSE images of polished and unetched surfaces, such 
that shown in Figure 3-2f, using procedure described earlier. Results of that analysis 
listed in Table 3-2, shows that amount of TiAlx in processed samples varied between 3 
vol% in RP-SPS samples to 17 vol% in CS-CG and SC samples. 
 
3.4.2 Stress-Strain Response in Quasi-Static Compression   
Selected but typical stress-strain curves in Figure 3-3, as well as average values 
of compressive strengths and strains at failure in Table 3-2, clearly illustrate large 
variations among mechanical responses of samples with different microstructures, i.e. 
processed using different routes. While at very low stresses (below 100-200 MPa) all 
samples behave almost identically in nearly linear-elastic manner, at higher stresses their 
                                                 
4 Ti3AlC2 and Ti5Al3C2 also belongs to the family of MAX phases and cannot be easily distinguished from 
Ti2AlC on BSE images   
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mechanical behavior is quite different. In the case of the CP-FG sample, which has the 
smallest grain size, this behavior is brittle-like with failure at very small strains. 






many small pieces. However, the average compressive strength of 1260 MPa for CP-FG 
samples is the highest measured in this study and the highest ever reported for Ti2AlC. 
In the other extreme are samples with very coarse grain structures, namely CS-CG and 
RP-XCG that have more quasi-ductile behavior and significantly lower compressive 
 
Figure 3-3: Selected but typical stress-strain curves obtained in quasi-static loading to failure. 
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strengths. These samples usually fracture into two pieces, with typical fracture occurring 
close to 45° relative to the direction of applied load, indicating failure by shear band 
formation [20, 101]. In addition, in the samples with the two largest grain sizes, the two 
fracture pieces remained weakly attached to each other after failure. The latter is 
attributed to the effect of crack bridging that has been previously observed in coarse 
grain MAX phases structures [43]. Note that CS-CG shows the most gracefully failure 
and largest strains to failure, for the reasons that are discussed in more detail at the end 
of this section. The mechanical responses of all other samples (Figure 3-2 and Table 3-2) 
lie in between those two extremes (i.e. very fine and very coarse grained structures) and 
they show some moderate softening before final graceful failure. 
The average compressive strengths of all samples tested in this study are plotted 
in Figure 3-4 as a function 1/√l and 1/√t where l and t are average grain length and 
thickness, respectively, from Table 3-2. For comparison, previous reported values of 
compressive strengths listed here in Table 3-1 are also plotted in Figure 3-4, only if 
average grain length and thickness were reported in original work. A linear regression 
fitting of only the results obtained in this study is plotted in Figure 3-4a using Hall-Petch 
type of relationship between compressive strength (σf) and the average grain length and 
of the following form:  
 
 σf = σ0 + kf * l
-1 2⁄  ( 3.2 ) 
 
yields Hall-Petch constant of σ0 = 70.5 MPa and kf = 2633 MPA/√µm with R
2 = 0.95. 






Figure 3-4: Average compressive strength of Ti2AlC plotted in Hall-Petch manner as a function of (a) 1 √l⁄  where l is the average length and 
(b) 1 √t⁄  where t is average grain thickness . Error bars indicate standard deviation in compressive strengths. Dashed line represent best 
fitting line of results obtained in this study. Numbers in parenthesis denote vol% of TiAlx impurities in each sample. For comparison, some 





thickness, t. Fitting results in Figure 3-4b using similar Hall-Patch relationship, i.e. 
σf = σo + kf * t
-1 2⁄  yields very low value of R2=0.61, suggesting no correlation between 
compressive strength and thickness of the grains. The possible underlying failure 
mechanisms responsible for the observed Hall-Petch type relationship between 
compressive strengths and grain lengths in Ti2AlC are discussed in more details in the 
next section.  
At the end of this section effect of TiAlx impurities on mechanical behavior of 
Ti2AlC in compression has to be addressed in more details. Results in Figure 3 together 
with good fitting results using Hall-Petch type equations, clearly shows that amount of 
TiAlx impurities (up to 17 vol%) does not affect significantly the compressive strength. 
However, that the presence of higher amount of TiAlx contributes the larger strains to 
failure. For example, the CS-CG sample and SC sample both with high (≈ 17 vol% 
TiAlx) exhibit the higher strains to failure. Note that TiAlx is less stiff (E=176-184 GPa, 
G = 70-76 GPa [102]) and rather ductile [103] compared to Ti2AlC and has the potential 
to enhance the strain to failure by plastically deforming. Moreover it has been shown 
that cracks do not propagate through TiAlx when present on other MAX phases [104] . It 
is important to note that this response is not observed on the CP-FG sample, is probably 
due to its fine grain size and the fact that TiAlx in these samples is limited to isolated 




3.4.3 Cyclic Compression Testing 
In general, Hall-Petch relationship, such as that in Equation ( 3.2 ), is usually 
used to describe the relationship between: (i) yield stress and grain size in dislocation-
based ductile material when yielding is controlled by dislocation glide in multiple slip 
systems and hindered by grain boundaries; and (b) strength and grain size in brittle 
materials with limited number of slip systems and/or high CRSS when strength is 
controlled by microcracks having sizes close to the grain size [105-108]. However, in 
MAX phases, taking a middle ground between ductile metals and brittle ceramics, the 
nature of this relationship is much more complex. It has been recently showed [100], that 
mechanical behavior of Ti2AlC is characterized by three micro-yielding stresses, namely 
σI-II, σII-III, and σIII-IV , as it is briefly described in introduction of this section.  
Following the very same procedure used in the previous section [100], selected 
samples from Table 3-2, namely CS-CG, CP-FG, RP-FG, RP-MG, RP-CG, RP-XCG, 
were exposed to series of cyclic loading test in compression and complemented by 
elastic modus measurements by RUS. Results of this exercise are summarized for select 
samples in Figure 3-5 showing changes of energy dissipated per each loading cycle per 
unit volume (Wd), opening of the first loop or irrecoverable strain (∆σPL) after each 
subsequent loading to higher stress, and relative Young’s modulus (relative is defined as 
the ratio of Young’s’ modulus of untested sample to Young’s modulus of stressed 
sample) with 2, where  is maximum stress in each loading cycle. Those results were 






Figure 3-5: Selected but typical results of cyclic testing in compression of (a) sample CP-FG and (b) sample RP-XCG. Bottom plots: Wd as a 
function of 2; Middle plots: ∆σPL as a function of 
2; Top plots: Relative Young’s modulus as a function of 2. Topmost scales indicate stress 
regions with different mechanical behavior observed in this study, while dash lines denote micro-yielding stresses σI-II, σII-III, and σIII-IV. 
Squared and circular symbols denote results obtained using two different samples for both microstructures. 
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 σI-II as an onset Region II in characterized by small hysteresis loops and steep 
increase in ∆σPL with 
2; 
 σII-III as an onset of Region III in which Wd scales linearly with σ
2 as predicted 
by KNE model [28, 61, 62], while cyclic hardening causes much gradual increase 
in ∆σPL with 
2 than in Region II;  
 σIII-IV as an onset of Region IV characterized by elastic modus drop of 
approximately more than 0.2% with 2 as a result of microcracking and 
pronounce upward deviation of Wd from the predict linear dependence with σ
2; 
 f  as maximum compressive strength after series of cyclic loading; 
The four characteristic stresses σI-II, σII-III, σIII-IV and t are plotted as a function 
of 1/√l and 1/√t  in Figure 3-6, to explore if they follow a Hall-Petch type relationship. 
Note that the characteristic stresses plotted in Figure 3-6 were calculated as average 
values determined from testing two samples of each microstructure. In addition, results 
of linear regression fitting assuming Hall-Patch type relationship are also denoted by 
dashed lines in Figure 3-6, together with the corresponding fitting equations and R2 
values. Those results clearly indicate that all characteristic stresses plotted as a function 
of grain length in Figure 3-6a, follow a Hall-Petch type relationship as all R2 values 
exceed 0.9. However, it seems that only σI-II and σII-III show Hall-Petch type dependence 
on grain thickness as indicated by high R2, refer to Figure 3-6b. Once again, σIII-IV and f 








 Figure 3-6: Characteristic stresses for the stress Regions as function of inverse square root of (a) grain length and (b) grain thickness. 





As it was discussed in more detail in section 2.4.2 and in [100], σI-II denotes the 
onset of plastic flow in soft grains by dislocation glide in basal planes. The latter is 
accommodated by the development of elastic residual stresses in hard grains in the 
similar way as it is proposed by the RF model [37]. Basal plane dislocations in soft 
grains pile up against grain boundaries with hard grains, and in MAX phases the size of  
the planes scale with the length of the grain. Following original works of Hall and Patch 
[106, 109-111], it is reasonable to assume that the micro-yielding stress σI-II in 
polycrystalline Ti2AlC can be expressed as: 
 
 σI-II ≈ M ∙ τHP = M ∙ τPN + kI-II * l
-1 2⁄   = σI-II
0  + k'I-II * l
-1 2⁄  ( 3.3 ) 
 
where M is Taylor factor, τPN is Peierls-Nabarro stress (assumed here to be equal to 
CRSS for basal plane), kI-II, k'I-II, and σI-II
0  are constants. Since the best fitting result 
yields σ
I-II
0 =23 MPa, it can me shown τPN=7.7 MPa, assuming M =3 for polycrystalline 
material with random distribution of orientation of grains. Note that CRSS is much 
lower than that of ≈ 24 MPa estimated for Ti2AlC using the KNE model [28], or that ≈
	36 MPa measured in compressive testing of Ti3SiC2 quasi-single crystals [20]. The 










where G and b are shear modulus and Burgers vector, respectively, k is constant equal to 
1 for screw and (1 - ) for edge dislocations,  is Poisson’s ratio, and c  is effective 
stress at the head of the pile-up acting on the grain boundary. Since 
k'I-II=425.77 MPa/ μm, it can be shown that c yields of 2.6 GPa for screw and 2.2 GPa  
edge dislocation pile-ups, assuming M = 3, G = 120 GPa, b = 3.05 x 10-4 μm and  = 
0.17 [3]. Note that those values are well below theoretical strength (σth) that can be 
estimated to be σth ≈ E/10=28 GPa. Furthermore, the number of dislocations in the pile-
up can be calculated as n =
πlτC
2Gb
 for calculated values of c [105]. Therefore, it can be 
shown that n is equal to 477 for screw and 405 for edge dislocations assuming grain 
length of 10 μm. Furthermore, those numbers yield reasonable dislocation densities (ρ
dis
) 
in soft grains of 1.2 x 1013 m/m3  for screw and 1.0 x 1013 m/m3  for edge dislocations, if 
their length is equal to the grain length l in soft grains having size of 10 x 5 μm.  
The micro-yielding stress σII-III denotes the onset of Region III [100], in which 
geometrically necessary dissociations (GND) are generated in all grains, including those 
with hard orientation, to accommodate basal slip in the soft grains, as proposed 
elsewhere [112, 113]. Previous Electron-Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) studies [100], 
show that most of them arrange in straight DWs or loops resembling IKBs. Assuming 
that those dislocations form as proposed in kinking model originally developed by 
Orowan [15] Frank and Stroh’s [16] kinking model, and further incorporated into the 
KNE model for the MAX phases [61, 63-65], the relationship between stress and grain 




σII-III ≈ M ∙ τFS = M∙ kII-III * t









   ∙ t-1 2⁄  = k'II-III∙t
-1 2⁄  ( 3.5 ) 
 
where τFS is critical stress to nucleate kinks [16], γc is critical kinking angle, w is 
dislocation core width, kII-III and k'II-III are constants, and the other symbols have their 
usual meaning. Note that Equation ( 3.5 ) is derived assuming that IKB length (2α) is 
equal to the grain thickness, as it is done in the KNE model [61, 63-65], and thus σII-III 
should be a function of t, and not l, as in Region II. Following the KNE model, the 









  = 0.013 rad assuming w = 5∙b [28]. For that critical angle and M = 3, 
k'II-III in Equation ( 3.5 ) yields value of 737 MPa μm, which is in reasonably good 
agreement with the slope of 630 MPa μm obtained by fitting σII-III vs. t
-1/2 data in 
Figure 3-6b. Also note that fitting of those results yields the negligibly small intercept 
stress of -1.8 MPa at t-1/2=0, essentially approximated to be zero. The latter is also in 
good agreement with the model depicted in Equation ( 3.5 ).  
At stresses exceeding transition stress σIII-IV, stress concentrations due to 
dislocation pile-ups on grain boundaries or DWs lead to the formation of Zener-Stroh 
type cracks [67-69]. These cracks cause the sudden drop of relative elastic modulus and 
contribute to the energy dissipated in per cycle, as it discussed in more details in the 
previous section [100]. Following the treatment given by Davidge [114], the stress to 
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open cracks at the grain boundary can be expressed in the form of the Hall-Petch 
relationship as: 
 
 σIII-IV ≈ M ∙ τIII-IV= M ∙  τPN+kIII-IV*l
-1 2⁄   = σIII-IV
0 + k'III-IV* l










 ( 3.7 ) 
 
here σth is theoretical strength. Equations ( 3.6 ) and ( 3.7 ) were derived assuming that 
the failure stress is a result of stress concentration caused by edge dislocation pileup on a 
grain boundary, and that when such pileup (under stress) produces a tensile stress equal 
to or greater than the theoretical fracture strength, σth, then fracture occurs [114]. Note 
that expressing stress as a function of l in Equation ( 3.6 ), dislocations can pile up only 
along basal planes and that their length scales with grain length l. Since σ
III-IV
0  = 30 MPa 
from fitting results in Figure 3-6a, τPN can be calculated to be 10 MPa from Equation ( 
3.6 ) assuming M = 3. This value is in good agreement with τPN of 7.7 MPa that was 
obtained from Hall-Petch treatment of σI-II micro-yielding stress using Equation ( 3.2 ). 
In addition, best fitting σIII-IV  stresses plotted in function of l
-1 2⁄  in Figure 3-6a, gives 
value of k'III-IV = 2621.4 MPa μm. For this value of k'III-IV and M = 3, Equation ( 3.7 ) 
gives σth of ≈ 21 GPa which is close, but below that estimated earlier to be 
σth≈ E 10⁄ =28 GPa. Since Ti2AlC phases are layered compounds that usually fracture 
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along basal plans with “weaker” Ti-Al bonds when compared to Ti-Ti or Ti-C bonds, it 
is reasonable to conclude that the theoretical strength determined earlier from E gives 
slightly overestimate values for fracture along basal planes. 
 Figure 3-6a also shows that fracture stress f obtained after cyclic loading testing 
in compression is just slightly higher than that σIII-IV, suggesting that once microcracks 
forms in the stress Region III, they propagate quite rapidly with increasing stress 
resulting in final failure. Note here that constants σ0 and kf in Figure 3-6a that were 
determined by fitting σf vs. l
-1 2⁄
 data from cyclic compressive testing using Hall-Patch 
type equation (Equation ( 3.2 ), yields values close to those given in Figure 3-4 for 
quasi-static testing. Latter suggest that loading history does not affect significantly 
strength of Ti2AlC, and even more importantly confirms once again that microcracks 
most likely do not form and propagate during cyclic loading to stresses below σIII-IV.  
Note that excellent fitting of result in Figure 3-6 has been achieved using 
different Hall-Petch like relationships for micro-yielding stresses as it is indicated by 
high R2 values5, regardless of the fact that the two samples contained relatively large 
amount of TiAlx impurities, namely 7 and 17 vol%. This indicates that presence of TiAlx 
does not affect significantly values of ether micro-yielding stresses or compressive 
strength. The latter does not mean that TiAlx does not affect hysteretic behavior of 
Ti2AlC. 
                                                 
5 the only exceptions are plots of         and t  vs.  
    ⁄  in Figure 5b for the reasons that were discussed 






Figure 3-7: (a) Selected but typical cyclic stress-strain response samples with different microstructures load to a maximum stress of 450 MPa; 
(b) Wd vs. σ
2 plot with linear regression fitting for samples with different microstructure. Labels on both plots shows grain length in μm / vol% 





Figure 3-7 clearly shows that that both the opening of the first loop (∆εPL) and 
the area of subsequent hysteresis loops (i.e. Wd) increase with the grain size, which is in 
good agreement with previous results and current understanding of underlying hysteric 
mechanisms in MAX phases [100]. This figure also illustrates the significant effect that 
the amount of TiAlx impurity has on ∆εPL and Wd. For example, sample CS-CG 
containing 17 vol% TiAlx of has significantly smaller grain size that sample RP-XCG 
containing only 3 vol% of TiAlx, yet it has largest opening of the first loop and dissipates 
significantly much more energy per cycle. 
Analysis of the results such as those shown in Figure 3-5 for all samples tested 
here6, yield a similar conclusion. This finding is also in good agreement with previously 
publish studies on hysteretic behavior of MAX phase – metal composites, such as 
Ti2AlC-Mg [33, 34, 77] and Ti3SiC2-NiTi [35]. Although this observation is not fully 
understood at this moment, it is reasonable to conclude here that the addition of less stiff 
and more ductile phase results in higher both irrecoverable and recoverable strains 
during loading, and thus large hysteresis loops when compared to pure MAX phase.  
 
3.4.4 Conclusions 
Ti2AlC samples with a wide range of different microstructures, i.e. different 
grain sizes and amount of TiAlx impurities, were tested in compression at room 
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temperatures. It was found that the room temperature cohesive strength scales with l-1 2
⁄
, 
where l is grain length, obeying Hall-Petch type relationship. No correlation was found 
between the compressive strength and grain thickness. Coarse grain structures and the 
contents of well dispersed TiAlx were found to enhance the strain to failure and fail in 
more graceful manner.  
This work also confirms that stress-strain hysteresis in Ti2AlC can be divided 
into four stress Regions, each with distinct underlying mechanism that show different 
dependence on grain size. Results presented here show that magnitude of micro-yielding 
stress σII-III, dividing Region I with linear elastic behavior from Region II with hysteretic 
stress strain behavior, depends on the grain length as it is expected assuming a Hall-
Patch relationship. This microyield stress marks the onset of basal plane dislocation 
glide in soft grains, i.e. grains that are favorably oriented for easy slip relative to applied 
load. Transition stress σII-III, dividing stress Regions II and III with greatly different 
hysteretic behaviors, shows linear increase with t-1/2, where t is average thickness of the 
grains. Results of the analysis provided herein, suggest that above this stress, 
geometrically necessary dislocation forms in all grains, including those with hard 
orientation, to accommodate initial plastic flow in soft grains. Assuming that those 
dislocations forms as predicted by kinking model that was proposed originally by 
Orowan [15] and Frank and Stroh [16], and further employed in KNE model by 
Barsoum [28, 29, 33, 61, 62] to explain hysteretic behavior of MAX phases, results in 
very good agreement between experimentally determined change σII-III with grain size 
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predictions of the KNE model. At even higher stresses exceeding transition stress σIII-IV, 
a reasonably good agreement between observed changes of σIII-IV with grain length and 
models based on formation of Zener-Stroh crack is reached, suggesting that this onset 
stress of stress Region III is stress at which microcracking stars. This finding is in good 
agreement with previous results [100], that show a significant drop in elastic modulus 
within Region III as a result of damage accumulation. Last but not least, critical resolve 
shear stress of ≈ 8 - 10 MPa was determined from two different Hall-Perch type 
relationships independently, that relating σI-II and	σIII-IV to the grain length. 
Last but not least, results of this study clearly showed that the amount of TiAlx, a 
common impurity in Ti2AlC, does not affect significantly the magnitude of micro-
yielding stresses σI-II, σII-III and σIII-IV up to amount of at least 17 vol%. However, larger 
amounts of TiAlx where found to results in higher values of irrecoverable strains after 





4 HIGH TEMPERATURE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
 
4.1 Synopsis 
This section investigates the compressive strength of Ti2AlC from room 
temperature to 1100°C. A Hall-Petch like relationship was observed between the 
compressive length and the grain lengths that decreases monotonically with temperature 
and that deviate above the brittle to plastic transition temperature BPTT. Results from 
post-mortem EBSD analysis reveal the complex development of microstructure in both 
fine and coarse grain samples during loading at different temperatures. The pronounced 
drop in compressive strength for fine grain structures through the BPTT is in part 
attributed to grain reorientation for easy slip as detected by EBSD. Significant grain 
refinement was also observed for both the fine grain and the coarse grain structures as a 
function of the deformation temperature. In coarse grain structures, the refinement is 
observe to begin even at room temperature and is attributed to the higher incompatibility 
stresses that get relaxed in the form of KB and delamination resulting only on a gradual 
degradation of strength and pseudoductile failure. 
 
4.2 Introduction 
Mechanically, the MAX phases can be hardly classified as typical metals or 
ceramics since they show pseudoductile behavior in constrained deformation modes, in 
highly oriented microstructures, and at higher temperatures while in unconstrained 
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deformation, especially in tension and at lower temperatures, they behave more like 
typical brittle ceramics [2-4, 26]. It is fairly well established (see previous sections) that 
understanding the nature of the dislocations in the MAX phases --- how they form, 
assemble and annihilate --- is essential for understanding their response to applied stress. 
The majority of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies show that the 
dislocations in MAX phases are numerous, but constrained to the basal and only the 
basal planes with Burgers vector of   =
 
 
⟨112 0⟩ [19, 115, 116]. In addition, basal plane 
dislocations can arrange themselves either in dislocation walls (DWs), e.g., as low-angle 
(LAGB) or high-angle grain boundaries (HAGB), normal to the basal planes, or in arrays 
parallel to the basal planes or dislocation pile ups (DP) [19, 116]. The fact that 
dislocations in MAX phases are numerous and mobile, but constrained only to the basal 
planes, renders MAX phases highly plastically anisotropic. Therefore, large internal 
stresses and incompatibility stress states rapidly develop in polycrystalline MAX phases 
under applied stress, as the favorably oriented, or soft grains deform easily by 
dislocations glide in basal planes. The latter in turn rapidly transfers the load to the hard 
grains, i.e., those grains not favorably oriented for slip relative to the direction of the 
applied load [21, 37, 100, 117, 118]. However, what makes the MAX phases different 
from the other brittle materials with limited number of slip systems is that they can 
deform additionally by kinking and formation of kink boundaries (KB). The latter are 
believed to first nucleate as incipient kink bands (IKB), and then, further grow to fully 
developed KBs consisting of pairs of DWs of opposite sign [4, 14, 17, 27]. The end 
result of this process is the formation of two regions of lattice curvature in the grains 
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deformed by kinking that are separated from each other by well-defined kink boundaries. 
Therefore, MAX phases do not fail very rapidly due to the buildup of incompatibility 
stresses and the rapid formation of Zener-Stroh type crack [67-69] in boundaries 
between the hard and the soft grains like other brittle materials with limited number of 
slip system, but rather gracefully in pseudoductile manner, especially coarse-grained 
ones in which the KB form easier and at lower applied stresses [4]. 
Another implication of the plastic anisotropy of MAX phases is their room 
temperature hysteretic stress-strain behavior which is quite unusual for elastically stiff 
materials. It is well documented that when MAX phases are subjected to cyclic loading 
at room temperature, regardless if it is in tension or compression, their stress-strain 
response is non-linear elastic and hysteretic, with all but the first stress-strain hysteresis 
loops being closed, reversible and reproducible [26-30, 100, 117]. At low applied 
stresses, their hysteretic behavior can be attributed to the easy buildup of residual elastic 
lattice strains in the hard grains upon initial loading as a result of the anisotropic 
deformation and the easy yielding and flow of only the soft grains. These residual strains 
are sufficient to drive the reverse plastic flow of the soft grains, giving rise to very small 
permanent or plastic strain in the first loading-unloading cycle, and small hysteresis 
loops in any subsequent loading cycle [21, 37, 100, 117]. At high applied stresses, 
numerous DWs and KBs form during first loading cycle, even in grains with hard 
orientation, leading to some cyclic hardening and a much larger energy dissipation per 
loading cycle most likely as a result of movement (bowing) of dislocations in DWs, 
IKBs or KBs [100, 117].  
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At higher temperatures, all the MAX phases tested to date show a strain-rate 
dependent brittle-to-plastic transition, usually at temperature between 900 – 1100°C 
[119]. Above brittle to plastic transition temperatures (BPTT), they can be deform to 
strains exceeding 25%, in both tension and compression, and their stress-strain response 
becomes highly strain rated dependent [26]. This, together with the fact that all MAX 
phases tested to date exhibit a well-established secondary creep regime with constant 
creep rate, suggests that their mechanical response above the BPTT can, in a nutshell, be 
explained as controlled by the competition between the rate at which internal stresses 
accumulate and the rate at which they relax [7, 41, 46, 120]. In other words, similar to 
some other plastically anisotropic materials, such as hexagonal ice [121], when loaded 
fast essentially brittle failure occurs at very low strains even above the BPTT; however 
when loaded slowly, they creep and can deform to large strains before failure. In general, 
the origin of internal (incompatibility) stresses can be traced back to their plastic 
anisotropy and the formation of dislocation pile ups, DWs and KBs, as it is described 
earlier [100, 117]. The latter also leads to cyclic hardening with increasing number of 
loading cycles that was observed above the BPTT while cyclic loading to the same 
amplitude stress [27, 45]. However, the nature of the relaxation of internal stresses is still 
a subject of debate. Based on the fact that the fracture toughness of MAX phases drops 
above the BPTT, unlike other typical materials exhibiting brittle-to-ductile transition due 
to the activation of additional slip systems, Barsoum and co-workers proposed that those 
stresses are relaxed by temperature dependent grain boundary decohesion and/or 
delamination [4, 27, 42, 122]. This conclusion was further supported by the fact that a 
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significant fraction of the large strains observed during loading above the BPTT can be 
attributed to the accumulated damages [26, 120]. Most recently, Guitton et al. [21], 
showed evidence of cross-slip in prismatic and pyramidal planes in post mortem TEM 
studies of Ti2AlN loaded at 900 
oC, and proposed that an increase of available glide 
systems at high temperature (basal, prismatic and pyramidal planes) is likely to promote 
significant ductility at high temperatures. They also concluded that the activation of 
cross-slip must play a key role in the appearance of the brittle-to-plastic transition 
temperature. Last but not least, although grain boundary sliding was proposed as a 
possible mechanism for relaxation of internal (incompatibility) stresses [4], there is no 
experimental evidence that it occurs above the BPTT in any of the MAX phases.  
The current understanding of high-temperature mechanical behavior of MAX 
phases comes mostly from the work carried out on Ti3SiC2, which is the most 
characterized compound out of the more than 70 MAX phases known to date [2]. 
However, over the last couple of years, Ti2AlC was identified as one of the most 
promising MAX phases for high temperature applications due to a self-forming, 
protective, and self-healing α-Al2O3 layer in both in air and high humidity environments 
[8-13, 50]. Although a recent work showed that the mechanical response observed in 
Ti3AlC2 both below and above the BPTT can be, in many aspects extended qualitatively 
to Ti2AlC, it was also demonstrated that the microstructure of Ti2AlC plays an important 
role in the mechanical behavior above the BPTT, since its creep rate scatters within an 
order of magnitude for samples prepared using different processing routes [7]. In this 
section, the mechanical response of high purity Ti2AlC of various grain size and those 
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containing some TiAlx impurities were systematically studied under compression at 
temperatures ranging from room temperature to 1100 oC. Selected samples were also 
studied by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) to elucidate the development of 
microstructure after loading at different temperatures. 
 
4.3 Experimental Methods 
Two different Ti2AlC powder sources were used to prepare samples in this study, 
namely commercial powders (MAXthal 211, Sandvik Heating Technology, Sweden) and 
in-house reacted powders. The commercial powders were densified by spark plasma 
sintering (SPS) 7 at 1300°C for 15 minutes under UHP Argon and with applied pressure 
of 100 MPa to yield samples with fine grain size and of high density. The in-house 
reacted powders (further denoted as RP) were prepared by mixing elemental powders of 
Ti (99.5%, -325 mesh) Al (99.5%, -325 mesh) and TiC (99.5%, 2µm) (all from Alpha 
Aesar, USA) in molar ratio of Ti:Al:TiC = 1.00:1.05:0.95. The powder mixtures were 
pressureless sintered in a tube furnace (GSL1600X, MTI Corporation, USA) at 1400°C 
under UHP argon and subsequently drill milled and sieved to produce -170 mesh Ti2AlC 
powders. The RP powders were densified using by SPS at 1300 oC, for 45 minutes, with 
some samples additionally heat treated for 8 or 24 hours at 1300°C in the tube furnace 
and under Argon atmosphere to produce samples with coarse grain size. In addition, one 
set of samples (denoted as CS) was prepared by cold compaction followed by 
                                                 
7 Less commonly but more accurately referred to as Electric Current Assisted Sintering (ECAS) 
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pressureless sintering of MAXthal 211 at 1500 oC for 4 hour under vacuum of 10-2 torr. 
Processing details of the full set of samples is summarized in Table 4-1.  
The density of the samples was measured by the alcohol immersion method, 
utilizing 200 proof ethanol, based on Archimedes’ principle using the procedure outlined 
elsewhere [79, 80]. X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra were collected with a diffractometer 
(D8 Discover, Bruker, USA) to complement phase identification and quantification. The 
XRD spectra were acquired with Cu-Kα radiation at 40 kV and 40 mA in 8o– 80o 2θ 
range with 0.024o step and rate of 3.5 o/min. Microstructural characterization of polished 
and etched samples was carried out using field emission scanning electron microscopy 
(Quanta 600 FEG, FEI, USA) equipped with back-scattered electron detector (BSE) and 
energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) system (Oxford Instruments, UK). The grain sizes 
and the volume percent of TiAlx intermetallic impurities in all samples were determined 
from their BSE micrographs using Image J software.  
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Table 4-1: Summary of processing conditions, amount and type of impurities, and grain sizes of all samples tested in this study. Note PS 
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In addition, the microstructures of two sample sets, RP-FG and RP-CG in the as-
sintered condition and after loading at 20 oC, 700 oC and 1100 oC (see below), were 
examined by EBSD analysis. Those samples were polished down to 60 nm to provide a 
smooth finish and secured in pre-tilted 70o specimen holders to provide the high tilt 
angle required for EBSD. The EBSD maps were collected using a field emission gun 
SEM (Zeiss Ultra Plus, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) operating with an 
accelerating voltage of 20kV. An area of 250 µm x 250 µm was scanned for each sample 
with a step size of 0.2 µm. Data acquisition and analysis were performed using Oxford 
Instrument’s AZTecHKL and HKL Tango and Mambo software. 
Room and high temperature uniaxial quasi-static compression tests were 
performed on cylindrical samples with dimensions of 5 mm in diameter by 8 mm in 
length cut by wire electron discharge machining (Wire-EDM). The samples were tested 
in a servo-hydraulic testing machine (MTS-810, MTS, USA) equipped with a vertical 
split furnace and SiC pushrods. The tests were conducted at a fixed crosshead 
displacement rate set to yield an initial strain rate of 10-4 s-1. A high temperature axial 
extensometer (632.59E-77, MTS, USA) was attached to SiC spacers while the sample’s 
temperature was monitored with a K-type thermocouple that was placed in direct contact 
with the said spacers. Heating rates were limited to less than 600 °C hr-1 and a soaking 





4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Microstructure of As-Processed Samples  
BSE micrographs of as-processed samples with different microstructures like 
those shown in Figure 4-1 were used to measure the length and thickness of over 100 
grains in each sample. The results of the grain size measurements, summarized in Table 
4-1, show that the average grain length and thickness varied from 4.2 ±2.5 to 44.7 ±39.2 
μm and from 2.1 ±1 to 13.8 ±7.5 μm, respectively in samples fabricated using different 
processing routes. Similar BSE micrographs of polished but unetched samples, similar to 




  ∗ 100% in all microstructures. The results are summarized in 
Table 4-1. Note that TiAlx was determined to be the major impurity phase in all samples 
and can be easily distinguished from Ti2AlC as a dark gray phase in BSE images, as it is 
denoted by arrows in Figure 4-1e. XRD results (not shown here) are also summarized in 
Table 4-1, show that all samples prepared from RP were pure, while those prepared from 
commercial powders contained not only TiAlx, but also Ti3AlC2 and Ti5Al2C3. 
Additional phase composition studies of the samples processed from RP using EBSD 
(not shown here) also confirmed their high purity since less than 3.3 % of Al2O3, 1.4% 







 (a) (b)  
   
(c) (d) (e) 
Figure 4-1: Selected but typical backscatter electron micrographs of examined samples: (a) etched 
CP-FG; (b) etched RP-FG; (c) etched RP-MG; (d) etched RP-CG; and (e) unetched CP-PS where 





4.4.2 Compressive Testing  
Figure 4-2 shows selected but typical stress-strain curves obtained from 
compression testing at different temperatures. The mechanical response of all the Ti2AlC 
samples tested are qualitatively very similar to those previously reported for Ti2AlC and 
other MAX phases [5, 26, 39, 47, 123]. Below the BPTT, the fine grained samples 
exhibit higher compressive strengths. All samples fail in essentially brittle manner with 





Figure 4-2: Selected but typical stress-strain curves obtained from compressive testing of (a) RP-FG and (b) RP-CG samples at different 
temperatures. Note samples tested at 1000 °C and 1100 °C were interrupted before samples failed. 
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coarse grained samples show more graceful failure as it is showed with the larger “tail” 
or softening between maximum and failure stresses. At 1000 oC and 1100 oC, all 
samples are deformed plastically up to ≈23% strains and the differences in compressive 
strength between the fine and the coarse grained structures seem to diminish. The 
samples tested above the BPTT did not fail at those large stresses because the tests were 
interrupted as the measured strains reached the upper limit of extensometer. After 
reaching a maxima in stress above the BPTT, they show some softening as the stress 
decreases with increasing strain, after which they show small hardening. The transition 
point between the softening and the hardening range shift towards higher strains with 
increasing temperature and decreasing grain size. Since all samples tested above the 
BPTT exhibited extensive lateral strains and barreling, the interpretation of this 
transition from softening to hardening requires additional experimental studies before 
any conclusion about nature of that transition can be drawn.  
To further analyze the brittle-to-plastic transition temperature, the average strain 
to failure was plotted vs. testing temperatures for all in Figure 4-3. The results show that 
the BPTT lies somewhere between 700 oC and 1000 oC is similar to the reported values 
of 800 oC – 900 oC [48]. Note that this temperature seems to depend also on the 
microstructure as the sample with the finest microstructure (CP-FG) and 7 vol.% of 
TiAlx shows a transition at much lower temperatures. The effect microstructures on 
mechanical response of Ti2AlC in compression, can be also observed on Figure 4-4a 




Figure 4-3: Average compression strain as a function of temperature. The maximum strain recorded 
at and above 1000°C is 0.23 mm/mm for all samples since tests were interrupted. Moreover, the data 





similar to Ti3SiC2 [26, 45], the compressive strength is quite a strong function of grain 
size below the BPTT, with the fine grain structures having higher compressive strengths. 
However, as the testing temperature increases, the compressive strength decreases more 
rapidly in samples with smaller grain sizes. Above the BPTT, the difference between the 






Figure 4-4: (a) Average compressive strength as function of temperature samples and (b) relative compressive strength as a function of 
temperature for all samples tested. 
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diminish. However, as it is shown in Figure 4-4b, the relative compressive strength – 
defined as the compressive strength at any temperature divided by the compressive 
strength at room temperature – does not depend on the microstructure below the BPTT, 
while it drops more steeply with temperature in the samples with finer grain size. At first 
sight, this observation seems to be in contradiction with results in Figure 4-4a, showing 
that the compressive strength depends on the grain size much stronger below the BPTT 
than above it.  
However, when the compressive strength is plotted as function of 1 √ ⁄ , where l 
is the grain length, as in Figure 4-5, the underlying reason for trends observed in Figure 
4-4 becomes more obvious. Below 900 oC all samples show a Hall-Petch type 
relationship between the strength and the grain size. Note that the slopes of the best fit 
lines in Figure 4-5 seem to be almost identical for the different temperatures below the 
BPTT. As it was outlined in the previous chapter, the Hall-Patch type relationship 
between strength and grain length can be associated with the failure caused by 
dislocation piling up on grain boundaries between soft and hard grains that in turn leads 
to high stress concentrations and the formation of Zener-Stroh type cracks or Mode II 
fracture [117]. Since this model predicts that the slope of the Hall-Petch lines depend on 
the theoretical strength and elastic modulus, it is not surprising that it does not change 
significantly with increasing temperature. However, around and above the BPTT 
different trends can be observed, i.e. the slope of the best fitting lines in Figure 4-5 
decreases significantly and at 1100 oC it becomes equal to zero for coarse grained sizes, 




Figure 4-5: Compressive strength plotted in the Hall-Petch manner as a function of   √ ⁄ . The black, 
blue, and violet dashed lines are linear regressions, while the solid red, orange and dark yellow are 




Although more work is needed to fully understand the deviation from the Hall-
Petch relationship between the strength and the grain size above the BPTT, it is worth 
noting here that the TiAlx impurities does not affect significantly this trend, at least not 
in coarser microstructures, since the behavior of the sample with the highest amount of 
TiAlx of 17 vol.% does not deviate from the observed trends up to 1100 
oC, Figure 4-5. 
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On the other hand, the larger drop in the compressive strength is also observed in the 
sample with larger amount of TiAlx of 7 vol.% but this sample has the smallest grain 
size.  
 
4.4.3 Electron Back Scattered Diffraction  
To study the effects of the microstructure on the BPTT of Ti2AlC and its 
evolution during loading at different temperatures, EBSD analysis was performed on 
RP-FG and RP-CG samples after testing at 700 °C (below the BPTT) and 1100°C, the 
latter chosen to be above the BPTT and where the peak compressive strengths of the FG 
and CG samples seem to converge, see Figure 4-4. The results of this exercise are 
summarized in Figure 4-6 for RP-FG and Figure 4-7 for RP-CG samples. For 
comparison, some of the previously reported EBSD results for as-processed samples and 
samples loaded to 500 MPa at room temperature are also shown in Figure 4-6 and Figure 
4-7 [100]. Results in the figures are organized into four columns where: 
 IPF column shows inverse pole figure maps;   
 GBs column shows low angle grain boundaries (LAGB) maps with misorientation 
angles across boundary ranging from 2o to 10o as red lines, together with high angle 
grain boundaries (HAGB) defined by misorientation exceeding 10 o as black lines;   
 BC+UI shows band contrast maps and unindexed area indicating quality of the 
EBSD results; 
 SF+GB shows Schmid factor maps together with LAGB as red lines and HAGB as 
black lines.  
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Figure 4-6: EBSD maps for RP-FG sample. Columns from left to right are labeled: (IPF) for Inverse 
pole figures maps; (GBs) for grain boundary map with black indicating high angle grain boundaries 
where misorientation exceeds 10° and in red for low angle grain boundaries for those less than 10°; 
(BC + UI) for band contrast map and unindexed area in green; (SF + GBs) for Schmid factor maps 
with blue indicating zero and yellow indicating the maximum of 0.5 and with grain boundaries 
showing with the before mentioned criteria. The rows indicate history of sample and from top to 
bottom are for as-sintered sample; sample loaded to 500 MPa at 20 °C,; sample loaded to failure at 
700 °C that exhibited 870 MPa peak stress; and for sample loaded at 1100°C and exhibited peak 
stress of 320 MPa but no macroscopic failure. 
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Figure 4-7: EBSD maps for RP-CG sample. Columns from left to right are labeled: (IPF) for 
Inverse pole figures maps; (GBs) for grain boundary maps with black indicating high angle grain 
boundaries where misorientation exceeds 10° and in red for low angle grain boundaries for those 
less than 10°; (BC + UI) for band contrast map and unindexed area in green; (SF + GBs) for Schmid 
factor map with blue indicating zero and yellow indicating the maximum of 0.5 and with grain 
boundaries showing with the before mentioned criteria. The rows indicate history of sample and 
from top to bottom are for as-sintered sample; sample loaded to 500 MPa at 20 °C,; sample loaded 
to failure at 700 °C that exhibited 530 MPa peak stress; and for sample loaded at 1100°C and 
exhibited peak stress of 290 MPa but no macroscopic failure.
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As it is illustrated in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9, and discussed in more details in 
section 2.4.3 [100], those walls have configurations of close and open loops, or straight 
lines that span across grains from one grain boundary to another one. The latter indicates 
that the amount of the plastic deformation in individual grains increases with increasing 
temperature. Note that a significant amount of grain refinement was observed in some 
coarse grains (Figure 4-9a) due to the combination of kinking, delamination and 
formation of DWs. The latter is in good agreement with EBSD and TEM result reported 
previously on the microstructural evolution in Ti3SiC2 during creep [83] that show more 
complex deformation in CG structure. Similar to what can be seen in Figure 4-6 to 
Figure 4-9, that study also showed that the deformation in the CG structure is less 
homogeneous, wherein basal plane slip leads to the formation of numerous KBs 
combined with delamination, and that the deformation of FG structure is more uniform 










Figure 4-8: Select area from EBSD maps for RP-FG after testing in copression at 1100°C 
showing (IPF) inverse pole figure maps and (SF + GBs +Al2O3) Schmid factors, grain 
boundaries as in previous figures, and alumina formation in magenta. Note that low Schmid 
factor grains, aqua and green have little or no LAGBs within, while the high Schmid factor 










Figure 4-9: Select area from EBSD maps for RP-CG 1100 °C showing (IPF) inverse pole figure 
maps and (SF + GBs +Al2O3) Schmid factor, and grain boundaries as in previous figures and 
alumina formation in magenta. Note that grain refinement occurs within the grain for grains 




In addition, comparison of the results in the BC+UI column (Figure 4-6 and 
Figure 4-7) shows that fraction of unindexed area, in general, increases with increasing 
loading temperature. The UI area is a good indication of damages in the form of 
intergranular pores, microcracks and delamination of examined samples, but it cannot be 
directly related only to damages as some of the unindexed areas might be result of 
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heavily deformed microstructure. When compared with previously published results on 
the damage accumulation observed during thigh temperature loading of Ti3SiC2 [26, 41, 
46, 120], it is reasonable to conclude that a significant amount of damages initiates 
around the BPTT. In the FG structure this occurs even below the BPTT. The latter can 
be accounted to certain extent by the earlier drop in compressive strength observed close 
to the BPTT in FG structure when compared to CG structure. This can sound contra 
intuitive because dislocation glide that is limited only to basal planes would lead to 
larger incompatibility stress in the CG structure and consequently easier damage 
accumulation, especially intergranular and triple point cracks. However, it has to be 
taken into account that those stresses can also be relaxed to a greater extent in CG 
structure, since the formation of KBs in hard grains is easier for the CG structures. Note 
that the KB formation and associated delamination would cause only moderate softening 
or drop in strengths as KBs effectively arrest delamination cracks [4].  
Additional evidence for this can be found in Figure 4-10 where the number of 
grains in the 250 x 250 μm2 area plotted for each sample. Note that the number of grains 
does not change in the fine grain structure during loading below the BPTT, but it 
increases significantly above it. However, the number of grains increases much more 
dramatically in the CG structure than in the FG, even below the BPTT. The latter is 
associated with easier formation of KBs and corresponding delamination as it was 
previously discussed in [100]. Above the BPTT, easier slip promotes grain refinement 






Figure 4-10: The number of grains per 250 µm by 250 µm scanned are computed by EBSD for fine 




Last but not least, IPFs maps in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 suggest a strong 
development of texture in the FG structure above the BPTT. The latter is seen even 
better on contoured pole figures in Figure 4-11. The pole figures clearly show no 
significant texture development in the CG structure, while the FG structure is highly 
textured after loading above the BPTT with more grains oriented for easy slip. This 
observation is in good agreement with the greater softening observed in the FG 




Figure 4-11: Contoured pole figures with fixed multiples of uniform density (MUD) value of 5 for RP-FG samples (left) and RP-CG (right) for 
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4.5 Summary & Conclusions 
Results from high temperature experiments on FG and CG Ti2AlC show that the 
BPTT temperature is heavily dependent on grain size. Below the BPTT, the compressive 
strength decreases monotonically with increasing grain size in a Hall-Petch manner. 
However, above the BPTT, the relationship between stress and grain size is more 
complex and deviates from the Hall-Petch relationship; even leading to even inverse 
Hall-Petch effect for finest grain sizes.  
EBSD results demonstrate a complex development of microstructure in both FG 
and CG sized samples during loading at different temperatures. In the FG 
microstructures loaded below the BPTT no significant grain refinement was observed 
while the amount of accumulated damage increases more monotonically with increasing 
temperature. Above the BPTT, the grain refinement and texture development becomes 
more pronounced as more grains reorient for the easy slip orientation. At all testing 
conditions, the deformation in the FG structure is more uniform with very few KBs in 
almost every grain. However, in the CG structure, a significant grain refinement was 
observed after loading even below the BPTT as a result of highly inhomogeneous 
deformations of some of the grains, with the grain refinement becoming even more 
dramatic above the BPTT. In addition, no significant texture development was observed 
in the CG structure.  
When the results presented are combined with the fact that the plastic 
deformation of MAX phases is highly anisotropic, since critical resolves shear stress for 
dislocation glide in basal planes is very low and that the other deformation mechanisms 
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available in MAX phases, i.e. kinking and KB formation are much easier in CG 
structure, the following can be concluded about the underling mechanism for the BPTT. 
During loading of the CG structure, huge incompatibility stresses develop as basal plane 
dislocation glide is less hindered by grain boundaries. However, since the CG 
microstructure can deform easier by KB formation, those stresses can be also relaxed 
much easier in CG structure. As a result, significant grain refinement occurs in CG 
structure due to KB formation associated KB delamination, even below the BPTT. As  a 
result, the CG structure has a low strength below the BPTT. However, since KBs 
effectively arrest delamination cracks, they do not propagate immediately, but rather 
accumulate with increasing load and thus CG structures fail more in pseudoductile 
manner. Because of basal plane slip and KB formation becomes gradually easier with 
increasing temperature, the above described scenario will result approximately only on a 
monotonic decrease of strength.   
However, although the magnitude of incompatibility stresses that develop in the 
FG samples as a result easy basal plane slip is rather smaller than in CG structure, the 
FG can hardly relax by KB formation as kinking of FG with low aspect ratio is more 
difficult. The latter results in the more uniform deformation observed in the FG structure 
and no significant grain refinement due to the formation of KB below the BPTT. Thus as 
the incompatibility stresses are smaller in the FG structure, once they reach a critical 
magnitude they cannot be easily relaxed by activation of kinking; instead, intergranular 
cracks of the Zener-Stroh type form. Since those cracks are not effectively blocked by 
KBs, like in the case of CG structure, the strength of the samples, although initial very 
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high, start to decrease dramatically even at lower temperatures than in the CG structure, 
as CRSS in soft grains drops down. At and above the BPTT, the formation of 
intergranular cracks together with easier grain boundary sliding results in grain 
reorientation that favors easier dislocation slip in basal planes and therefore a more 
significant drop in strength when compared to CG structure. The reorientation of grains 
for easier slip also makes formation of KBs much easier leading to some refinement of 
the microstructure. Note that although the grain size decreases more rapidly in CG 
structure than in the FG, due to easier KB formation and associated delamination in CG, 
this will not promote grain boundary sliding as in the case of FG structure. The grain 
boundaries formed as a result of kinking are quite immobile, when compared to the 
original grain boundaries. The latter also suggest that more systematic studies on grain 
boundary chemistry and structure has to be done to further understand the effects of  
microstructure on the high temperature mechanical behavior of MAX phases and the 





This study investigated the effects of microstructure, mainly grain size and TiAlx 
impurities on the mechanical properties of Ti2AlC. Key findings are summarized below. 
Section 2 reports on the results from room temperature cyclic compression 
testing of Ti2AlC in combination with resonant ultrasound spectroscopy and electron 
backscatter diffraction. It was shown that neither of proposed single-mechanistic models 
currently found in literature, namely Kinking Non-Linear Elastic, Microcracking and 
Reversible Flow model can be single-handedly implemented to describe the complex 
mechanical behavior of MAX phases over the entire range of stresses. Instead the 
mechanical response of both fine (FG) and course (CG) grain Ti2AlC can be divided into 
four different stress regions (Region I – IV) with substantially different underlining 
deformation mechanisms: 
 Region I is characterized completely by linear elastic behavior; 
 Region II displays a small amount of energy dissipation per cycle that can be 
attributed to the development of complex incompatibility stresses as a result of 
elastic/plastic anisotropy, and the reversible glide of basal plane dislocations, similar 
to the RF model[37]. 
 Region III has higher energy dissipated per loading cycle than Region II. EBSD 
results show a large number of dislocation walls (DWs) in straight, curved, and 
looped configurations that also result in cyclic hardening. The reversible movement 
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(or bowing) of LAGBs --- related to those proposed by KNE model [28, 61, 62]--- 
was proposed as the major energy dissipation mechanism in this region.  
 Region IV shows a drop in elastic modulus assumed to be due to damage 
accumulation, in the form of microcracks. The friction of the microcracks’ surfaces 
,as in [36], contributes to the energy dissipated in each loading cycle, in addition to 
other above mentioned mechanisms. 
In addition, EBSD results of Section 1 provide the first experimental evidence of 
IKB-like features and proof that the microstructure evolves during loading showing that 
the formation of low angle grain boundaries as the origin of the hardening observed. 
The results presented in Section 3 show the Ti2AlC fine grain structures 
fabricated in this study exhibit the highest strength reported to date for Ti2AlC. In 
addition, the room temperature cohesive strength scales with      ⁄ , where l is grain 
length, obeying a Hall-Petch type relationship. No correlation with the grain thickness 
was observed. Moreover, TiAlx impurity contents of up to 18 vol %, do not affect the 
compressive strength but enhance the amount of strain to failure, especially on coarse 
grain structures with well dispersed TiAlx. Also the transition stresses between stress 
regions, as identified in Section 2 --- also referred to as microyielding stresses --- were 
found to be a strongly dependent on grain size. The magnitude of micro-yielding stress 
σI-II, dividing Region I, with linear elastic behavior, from Region II, with hysteretic 
stress strain behavior, mark the onset of basal plane dislocation glide in soft grains and 
was found to depend on the grain length following a classical Hall-Patch relationship. 
Micro-yielding stress σII-III, dividing stress Regions II and III with greatly different 
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hysteretic behaviors shows linear increase with    / , where   is average thickness of the 
grains and a good agreement between experimentally determined σII-III   with grain size 
predictions of KNE model was observed. The highest transition stress σIII-IV, varies with 
grain length and is in agreement with models based on formation of Zener-Stroh cracks 
further suggesting that σIII-IV is stress at which microcracking initiates. Finally the 
critical resolve shear stress of ≈8 to 10 MPa was determined from Hall-Perch type 
relationships of σII-III and σIII-IV on the grain length. 
In section 4, high temperature quasi-static compression testing show that the 
compressive strength of the fine grain structures degrades more than the coarse grain 
structures, regardless of the presence of TiAlx impurities. Below the BPTT, the 
compressive strength decreases monotonically with increasing grain size in a Hall-Petch 
manner. However, above the BPTT, the relationship between stress and grain size is 
more complex and deviates from Hall-Petch relationship; even leading to an inverse 
Hall-Petch effect for the finest grain sizes. Post-mortem EBSD analysis shows no grain 
refinement in fine grain microstructures below the BPTT and that damage accumulation 
increases with testing temperature. Above the BPTT, grain refinement and grain 
reorientation for easy basal slip occurs in the fine grain structure. As opposed to coarse 
grain, the fine grain structures show more uniform deformation with few KBs or DWs in 
each grain. The coarse grain samples show inhomogeneous deformation with grain 
refinement concentrated heavily on few grains and no significant texture evolution above 
the BPTT. It is concluded that the coarse grain structures can more easily relax 
incompatibility stresses through KB formation and the associated delamination, even 
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below the BPTT. This, in addition to the fact that KB are delamination crack arresting 
features, is responsible for the lower strengths and pseudoductile behavior of coarse 
grain below the BPTT and their near monotonic decrease in strength with temperature. 
 In light of the new understanding of MAX phase behavior the following 
recommendations on future studies are suggested to further increase the understanding of 
these materials and/or expand and accelerate their real world applications. 
 All the mechanical testing in this study was performed under compression 
loading but the behavior under tension and other loading modes remained to be 
studied; The applicability of the concepts presented in this study, such as the 
microyielding stresses, to other modes of deformation should be investigated.  
 Explore a wider range of sintering aids, in addition to TiAlx, to allow Ti2AlC to 
be processed more economically and without the need for specialized equipment 
like, spark plasma sintering or hot isostatic presses. 
 Explore the idea of using TiAlx or similar materials for welding of Ti2AlC as the 
ability to repair components in the field rather than replacement would increase 
their use in industry. 
 Further development MAX phase – Metallic composites to tailor their density, 
energy dissipation, and failure strains is encouraged to expand potential 
applications. 
 Interrupted high temperature tests in combination with EBSD to further 
understand the texture evolution of Ti2AlC, especially in fine grain 
microstructures is proposed. 
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 Meticulous TEM work to investigate the existence of grain boundary impurities 
and their contribution to the BPTT. 
 Since alumina forms on Ti2AlC, careful elemental analysis before and after high 
temperature deformation to investigate if aluminum is leaching out and its 
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